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The Newsletter 

President’s Column 

To meet the publication deadline, I am writing this in the past [late December 2015 to be precise].  
Trusting you have read this far; then consider the possibility of reading this philatelic headline in the near 
Future: 

British Air Mail Society closes down. 
The story line might run: 

… due to lack of volunteers from its United Kingdom membership … 

We have been asking for months now, for a 
volunteer to take over the Editorship of Air Mail 
News. Prior to that we sought someone to be our 
Secretary. We really need a Membership Secret-
ary, to alleviate Peter Lister' loading (he also acts 
as our Auctioneer). The auction raises funds that 
keep your subscriptions down. 

Our UK membership must be made up of 
professions from all walks of life. From Company 
Directors down to the guys and gals that did the 
menial tasks to keep the “engine room” running.  
Somewhere in our working lives, we all picked up 
useful wrinkles, that made our tasks more bear-
able. These wrinkles can be adapted to perform 
other tasks. Maybe you weren’t in the printing 
trade, or in the typing pool, but whatever job was 
yours, somewhere, along the line, there could be 
an adaptable something, useful to your Society. 

Your Officers are maturing fast (I refuse to use 
the three letter word). This year will have to be 

my last as an Officer of BAMS. I have no desire 
to "die in harness". I am fully aware of the matur-
ity of our members too. We, like many other so-
cieties, suffer from the lack of younger (<45) 
members joining. This is typical of many other 
organisations outside of philately.  

If you have read this far, than please give seri-
ous consideration as to what you may be able to 
do to help our predicament. Don't pass it by with 
the thought “someone will offer”. Don't think “I 
could not do that”. Remember, the person who 
never made a mistake – never made anything.  If 
you are willing to give one of the tasks a try, help 
will be to hand. (Certainly from your Editor. Ed.) 

This great hobby of ours is worth continuing.  
We've been running a long time. I don't believe 
we have reached the end of the race. We still have 
the baton to pass on. 

Bill Trower 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 
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From the Editor 

I would once again like to thank all those who have 
taken the time and trouble to make a contribution to 
this issue of  Air Mail News. It is very much appreciat-
ed. Without your contributions there would be no 
journal. 

I read with considerable interest Jim Graue’s Edi-
torial in the December issue of  the American Air Mail 
Society’s journal Air Post Journal. It is somewhat ap-
propriate given the letters in this and previous issues 
of  Air Mail News on the subject of  judging of  entries 
in National and International shows. 

FIP have proposed and implemented a major re-
vision to the Aerophilately class by splitting it into 
two sub–classes: 
Sub–class a). Development and operation of  airmail 

service.  
Sub–class b). Airmail stamps and their use in the air-

mail service. 
This radical change also resulted in a redefinition 

of  Aerophilately: 
Aerophilately is the study of  airmail services, air-
mail stamps, and documents related to airmail 
services. 
What is perhaps most disturbing is that these 

changes were introduced without consultation at na-
tional or grass–roots level. If  so hardly democratic.  

I know the majority of  you will be saying “I’m not 
interested in exhibiting”; which applies to me. But it is 
important for those that do, and it would be interest-
ing to hear the reaction to this radical change; note 
this is not a proposal but a fait accompli. 

For those interested in learning more, Jim Graue’s 
editorial can be viewed at: 

h t t p : / / w w w. f i s a – we b. c o m / Re s o u r c e s /
fip_aero_jg.pdf  

 Our President has made an eloquent appeal for 
members to come forward and fill the present vacan-
cies. As one of  those seeking a replacement, I would 
ask any member contemplating becoming Editor to 
get in contact. On a practical note I am prepared to 
continue the current arrangements for the production 
of  the CD ROM version of  the Air Mail News, as the 
firm that produces them is based here in Malvern. 

Congratulations are due to Laurence Kimpton on 
being awarded a Gold medal at the 2015 Autumn 
Stampex in recognition for his book Airmails across the 
Middle East, 1918–1930. 

Rather belated, but a Happy and Prosperous New 
Year to you all for 2016. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Letters to the Editor 

Competitive Exhibiting – Further Comments 
  
I can perhaps add a little more to Richard Saundry’s 
comments in the November 2015 Air Mail News (Vol 
58 No. 231 pp ii–iii), but from a different perspective. 
As well as being an FIP judge (in Traditional, not 
Aero!), I was Commissioner General for London 
2015. The jury for this exhibition was drawn exclu-
sively from FIP qualified judges and, as there are no 
British judges who are qualified for Aero, I can con-
firm that the two jurors for this class were European. 
Hence there cannot be any bias one way or the other 
for exhibitions in the UK that are the result of  

‘British marking’. As Richard alluded, judging is an art 
rather than a science and it can go both ways. 

I exhibited Chinese International Airmails to 1949 in 
the Postal History class – the treatment I used was 
fundamentally ‘routes and rates’ rather than aerophi-
latelic – and I was astonished to receive 95 marks and 
a Large Gold medal. This was higher than I had ex-
pected and to some degree was disappointing as I’ve 
now decided to retire that exhibit as there is no point 
in entering it again as the marks could only go down-
hill! 

Frank Walton RDP FRPSL 
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From the Civil Censorship Study Group Bulletin, Oct 2015, vol 42, no 4, pg 123. 
Beith R: “Air mail from Axis and neutral Europe to the USA via and South America, 1940–41”, in Air Mail News 
#230, August 2015, pp20–27. 

This illustrated article explains the reason for setting up this route and the consequences of  it avoid-
ing Allied territories. The author then listed 3 covers from this service censored at Trinidad and 12 
censored at Jamaica and discussed how and why these covers were censored by the British while oth-
ers were not. In one useful appendix he listed the rates via LATI and PanAm from Italy, Germany, 
Switzerland, Bohemia & Moravia and the Slovak State. In a second appendix he listed over 60 covers 
that he has recorded.  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Ian Hames 1943 – 2015 

On Sunday 11th October Ian was visiting his family in 
Aberystwyth when he suffered an abdominal an-
eurysm. Although he was rushed to hospital and re-
ceived the best possible treatment he died in Swansea 
Hospital the following Wednesday morning.  

Ian was Regional Organiser of  the Solent Group. 
This Group was formed over fifteen years ago and 
has had regular meeting at members homes, including 
Ian’s, over the years. This has recently expanded and is 
now known as the Wessex Group meeting in Salis-
bury. The group will miss his quiet but firm handling 
of  meetings as well as displays from his wonderful 
collections. 

At the last Regional meeting on 24th October Ian 
was due to start proceedings with a standing display 
of  the material he had shown at Southampton earlier 
in the month. It was decided to proceed with the 

meeting as a tribute to Ian and a report on this meet-
ing appears elsewhere. 

His sudden death came as a terrible shock to his 
family and all who knew him and especially to those 
members of  the Southampton Philatelic Society who 
attended his display to the Society on the previous 
Tuesday. At that meeting Ian was in fine form show-
ing his wonderful collection of  covers and memorab-
ilia in a display entitled Space – 1957 to date. 

His other collecting interests included French 
Aviation Meetings before the First World War and 
RAF Hendon Museum covers. In these areas he had 
collected very high quality material some of  which 
were signed by famous pilots such as Louis Bleriot. 
These collections he wrote–up to a very high standard 
of  presentation having studied the subjects in detail 
over many years and attended many related events 
and fairs both in this country and France. 

John Berridge 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Events Diary 

For those members who like to plan ahead, perhaps to arrange travel plans or prepare exhibits, the following are a 
selection of  events for the coming months and years.

Regional Meetings  

2016 
South Coast Group 

19th March: A Group meeting will be held at the East Worthing Community Centre, Pages Lane, 
Worthing, commencing 14.00hrs, Barbara Priddy will present a display entitled West 
Africa in Wartime. 
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Midland Group 
10th April: Conkers, National Forest Centre, Moira, Swadlincote. The speaker will be Sue Burn who 

intends to give a two part presentation, firstly World War II airmail between Great Britain 
and Australasia, and secondly airmail associated with the Australian pilot Charles Ulm. 

 The Scottish “North of the Border”) Group 
16th April: A Group meeting will be held during the Scottish Philatelic Congress in The Dewars 

Centre, Perth, commencing at 12.00 hrs. 

Wessex Group 
28th May:  Wessex group next meeting in the scout hut at West Harnham, near Salisbury. Mem-

bers displays.   Further details for first–time attenders contact Peter Wingent; email 
pwingent@googlemail.com. 

British Air Mail Society 
2016
13th February: Joint meeting with the Malaysian Study Group at Spink's Auction House, 69 

Southampton Row, Bloomsbury, London. Bring display material. – c.a.12.00hrs for 
coffee:13.15hrs display, ends around 16.30hrs 

19th March: London & Home Counties Group meet at Rayleigh Stamp Day, Essex, Sweyne Park 
School: 10.30 to 16.00hrs. Bring display material 

6th June Annual General Meeting, Competitions & Auction, at the RPSL.  
17th September: Joint meeting with the Crash & Wreck Mail Society, at Autumn Stampex, BDC Isling-

ton, London. 14.30 to 16.30hrs. Bring display material. 
3rd December: Christmas Meeting, at RPSL, commencing at 10.00hrs. Bring display material.

Other 
2016 
1st March: Josh Spoor is giving a display to the Southampton and District Philatelic Society on 

commencing at 19.30hrs entitled In the Skies of  Sussex. Venue: St Joseph's Church 
Hall, Bugle Street, Southampton. For further details contact  Josh on 01273592214 or 
Email: joshspoor@tiscali.co.uk

17th – 20th February: Spring Stampex. Full National Exhibition. With all classes 
28th May – 4th June: World Stamp Show. Javits Convention Center, New York City, NY, USA 
14th – 17th September: Autumn Stampex. Full National Exhibition. King George VI Collectors Society. 

www.kg6.info 

Details of  Asian and Australasian philatelic events can be found at: Federation of  Inter–Asian Philately, <http://
www.asiaphilately.com/Calendar.html>  

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 

Regional Reports 

The Scottish Regional Group 

The Autumn meeting of  the Scottish Group took place at the Dewar Centre in Perth on Saturday 17th Octo-
ber during the two–day annual SCOTEX dealer event. Group convenor Dr Bob Clark welcomed a further four 
members to this regular venue; three quality presentations were given. 

Bob Robertson gave a fascinating display of  mail from the crash of  ‘Scipio’ in August 1936 plus contempo-
rary newspaper cuttings. In particular, a cover from Wau, New Guinea, 27th July 1936, was struck with the two 
line boxed cachet DAMAGED BY SEA/WATER, Nierinck 360822b. The franking of  five 3½d stamps was ½d 
short of  the 1/6 air mail rate to the UK. Perhaps a ½d stamp had washed off? Bob also wondered about the 
route to Brisbane. A cover from Noumea, New Caledonia, 3rd August 1936, to Paris bore the AVION ACCI-
DENTE cachet, Nierinck 360822j. 

Richard Beith showed a range of  eastbound transatlantic covers from both North and South America carried 
from 1942 onwards during WWII. The changes in routes and censorship activities were highlighted by transit 
marks and censor seals from Miami, Puerto Rico and Leopoldville, Belgian Congo. 

Toronto to India, Trinidad to Northern Rhodesia, Buenos Aires to Cape Town and Montreal to Free French 
Niger were amongst the many offerings. A letter back to West Africa from a nun lately arrived in Philadelphia 
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from Nigeria recorded that the FBI were amongst those waiting to vet passengers when their ship arrived in New 
York. 

Bob Clark concluded the meeting with the first official ‘Trans–Tasman’ airmail flown in ‘Faith in Australia’ by 
Ulm and Scotty Allan in February 1934 including cards flown unofficially on their December 1933 flight from 
Australia to New Zealand. This was followed by five covers that survived the epic Jubilee Australia to New Zea-
land flight in May 1935 in the ‘Southern Cross’ by Kingsford Smith and P. G. Taylor. The story of  the failed en-
gine, the transfer of  oil to one of  the surviving engines and the dumping of  cargo and most of  the mail to main-
tain height over the sea was recounted in detail. 

Bob Clark thanked those for attending and for showing such an interesting range of  material. Bob invited us 
to return to the same venue on Saturday 16th April 2016 during the annual ASPS Congress to be hosted by the 
Caledonian Philatelic Society of  Glasgow. 

Richard Beith & Bob Clark 

  

Midlands Regional Group 

The Autumn meeting was held at  Conkers, Moira on Sunday, 1st November 2015, and attracted an attendance of  
23. In the morning session, after a bourse, both single–sheet and nine sheet competitions were won by John 
Smith. His single sheet entry was a Catapult Mail – Zeppelin combination cover to Buenos Aires, flown on the 
first Pan American Triangular Flight in 1930. His winning nine sheet entry was on the Italian South Atlantic Air 
Mail Service, 1939–1941. 

After lunch, Tony Plumbe gave his display on Nyasaland Airmails. The display began with a cover and a post-
card, addressed to Nyasaland, flown on the first UK Aerial Post in 1911. Until 1933 NyasaIand’s airmails had to 
travel by surface to Salisbury in Southern Rhodesia to connect with Imperial Airways African services; a wide vari-
ety of  inward and outward covers and postcards were shown, beginning with items carried on the London–Cape 
Town Christmas Flight of  1931. The first direct external airmail and the first internal airmails were flown on the 
occasion of  the Chileka Air Rally in May and June 1933; covers flown by Imperial Airways and the RAF were 
shown. The display continued with items illustrating the development of  services by Rhodesia and Nyasaland 
Airways from March 1934 onwards. Connections with other parts of  Africa and countries outside Africa were also 
shown.  

Tony’s display continued with a wide variety of  other Nyasaland airmails, a highlight being a cover from Liv-
ingstonia carried by a runner in March 1934; it took nine days to reach the Imperial Airways service at Mbeya in 
Tanganyika for carriage to London. 

Mail flown by RANA to and from Mozambique, by the French Broken Hill–Madagascar service, by Sabena, 
by Imperial Airways flying boats and the Salisbury–Blantyre–Lilongwe–Fort Jamieson service of  1938 was shown. 
The display concluded with wartime airmails to and from Nyasaland and post–war airmails up to 1953. Tony’s 
wide–ranging display was very much appreciated by those present. 

Laurence Kimpton 
  

WESSEX Regional Group 

At a meeting at Harnham, near Salisbury, on the 24th October, nine members of  the previously named Solent 
Group elected to be renamed the Wessex Group, the intention being to reflect the wider catchment area provided 
by the new venue for meetings. It was with great sadness that the death of  Ian Hames, the group’s organiser, was 
announced and a minute’s silence was observed. His obituary is included elsewhere in this edition of  the Air Mail 
News. 

John Berridge opened the proceedings with 70 sheets entitled Aviation History and Air Mails of  Bulawayo. This 
covered the period from 1896, when an attempt was made to make an observation balloon during the Matabele 
rebellion, to Imperial Airways and RANA up to the start of  WWII. Illustrations included an Allahabad 1911 
cover, Compton Paterson's 1913 cover, 1929 Railway Strike mail, a Hindenburg 1936 Olympic Games cover and 
DLH and Air France mail to and from South America.   

Alan Whittaker displayed a study of  the Australian pilot Keith Virtue, founder of  New England Airways, 
showing first flight covers of  his flights and brochures of  routes. Also a selection of  photographs sent to him by 
Bruce Robinson, Virtue’s nephew, from the families archives. 
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Nick Arrow showed material from the 1918 "Our Day" airmails in South Africa, organised by the South 
African Red Cross to generate funds for the support of  those injured during the Great War and the dependants 
of  those who made the ultimate sacrifice. All the flights undertaken were represented and, especially, Nick showed 
an example of  mail with postage due (from the Barry Smith collection) as well as a card which was sent by regis-
tered mail, being one of  only two examples currently recorded, although probably there is a third copy some-
where! 

Most of  Keith Lloyd's display consisted of  covers from the People's Republic of  China. Various rates were 
illustrated and destinations included St. Helena and a cover addressed entirely in Chinese to Malaysia. 

Trevor Buckell displayed the story of  the Gladstone flights between Khartoum and Kisumu together with the 
first flights by Union Airways from Cape Town. 

Barabara Priddy showed Air France Christmas/New Year reduced rate greetings cards from 1935/6 to 
1939/40, issued for use in France but used in French West Africa, with a variety of  destinations and frankings. 

John Dorrington presented a display of  Southampton airmail, starting with the first significant event  in 1931, 
Kingsford Smith's first successful but accident prone attempt at return Christmas mail to Australia. Catapult mail 
from the Nord–Deutsche transatlantic liners followed, their little seaplanes being the first visual evidence in 1929 
of  airmail traffic in the Solent. A rare "Western Express" cover was included and full coverage was given to the 
1930s UK internal airmail services in and out of  Southampton Eastleigh aerodrome, the flying boat services from 
the docks airport to the Empire, trans–Atlantic and the one return airmail and passenger flight to the Falklands. 
He concluded with some modern curiosities. 

Peter Wingent showed European connections with Imperial Airways’ African services.  The D.L.H. Athens – 
Berlin service, which provided onward transmission to Scandinavian and eastern European countries, was strongly 
featured but routings to western European destinations were also included. 

Colin Faers displayed two frames of  early little known Brazilian airlines from the 1930 period. The first was 
of  Aerolloyd Iguassu S.S. which was based in Curitiba and flew routes to Sao Paulo and to Florianopolis. The sec-
ond frame showed covers flown by VASP (Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo) which was founded in Sao Paulo in No-
vember 1933. 

Peter Wingent volunteered to become the group’s organiser. The date of  the Spring meeting has not yet been 
fixed but any members living in the Wessex area, new to the group, who would like to attend should contact Peter 
at pwingent@googlemail.com. 

Peter Wingent 

  

South Coast Group 
The Saturday 21st November proved to be a cold and blustery day which did nothing to dampen our enthusiastic 
members at a well attended afternoon South Coast Group meeting. 
John Hammond entertained with an absorbing display of  covers from the earliest crossings of  the English Chan-
nel by Blanchard and Jeffries through to the success and failures of  powered flight from the likes of  Bleriot, Lath-
am and Rolls among others. Some of  the cards shown by John were quite unique and rare. 
Barbara Priddy showed us Lufthansa. 
John Bushell gave a display on the development of  Pan Am route FAM–5 to South America and its developments 
and operations. 
Josh Spoor presented a display of  Swedish WW2 airmails to faraway destinations. 
The afternoon concluded with Bill Legg and Derrick Pillage showing examples from the Brian Hawkins collection 
which Derrick has now acquired. 
Despite the weather, a warm and jovial afternoon was had by all. 

Josh Spoor 

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 
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Literature Reviews 

New Italian Aerophilatelic catalogue  

“Aerofilia Italiana – Dai Pionieri dell'aviazione agli ‘Assi' della Grande Guerra 1884–1920”. 
(trans: “Italian Aerophilately – From Pioneers to Aviation ‘Aces’ of  the Great War 1884–1920”.) 

Fiorenzo Longhi 

Preliminary Notice 

An historical descriptive catalogue of  Italian air force 
postmarks, with the foreword by Roberto Gentilli, aviation 
historian. This is  a comprehensive study of  all known (up 
to now) postmarks used by the different aviation units 
(1,423 postmarks listed, from forerunners to the end of  
World War I), with their rarity point evaluations 

Within the Italian–Turkish Conflict, the leaflets in 
Arab language are listed, for the first time, with their trans-
lation into Italian, in addition to the messages dropped 
from airships to the Italian troops. They add an unreleased 
element to the history of  aviation seen by an aerophilate-
list and from the point of  view of  the history of  military 
mail. 

Much interest is given by the little known news about 
the presence of  the Italian aviation units in Albania, 

Macedonia, Dalmatia, France, Cyrenaica and Tripolitania 
and of  the allied aviation forces of  France and Great 
Britain in Italy during World War I. 

Each chapter is introduced by the history of  aviation 
relevant to the period in question (forerunners, Italian–
Turkish Conflict and World War I), from balloonists to 
airship crew members, to the aviators of  the Italian Royal 
Army and of  the Italian Royal Navy, and by the relocation 
of  the units, within the historical period examined. That 
means a chronological history of  the Italian military avia-
tion and of  the postmarks used from 1884 to 1920, from 
the pioneering period to the end of  World War I (includ-
ing the two following years for those units that were not 
disbanded immediately after the Armistice). 

Vaccari News. Cento anni di esplorazioni polari, 11th December 2015. 
http://www.vaccari.it/editoria/libreria/new.php 
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INDIA 1929 AIR MAIL STAMPS : A Study of Constant Varieties 

Rohit Prasad 

Published 2015 by Stamps of  India Pvt. Ltd., 49D/BG5 Paschim Vihar, New Delhi 110048, India.  
A4 format, hardback, 282 pages, colour illustrations throughout. 

Rohit Prasad started to study the six denomination set 
of  the 1929 air mail stamps of  India only as recently 
as 2009 after reading an article by Markand, Priti & 
Dipak Dave concerning the variety of  flaws noted on 
this interesting stamp issue.  He wondered if  there 
might be more varieties and the present volume is the 
result of  his prodigious investigations.  Rohit decided 
that if  he found three examples of  any one flaw then 
it qualified as a constant variety. 

The book is divided into two sections, in the first 
of  which is an overview of  the subject including a 
chapter on the Allahabad flights of  1911, and a chap-
ter on the print method used and explanations how 
types of  varieties found on the 1929 issue may have 
occurred.  The second section, really a catalogue, 
comprises detailed depictions of  all the covers where 
varieties have been found, with individual chapters 
devoted to flaws found on each one of  the six stamps. 

If  you are interested in “fly speck” philately, this 
is the kind of  book for you. If, however, you are a 

postal historian you might be disappointed because, 
for my mind, there is a dearth of  explanation why the 
stamps were needed, why they were issued in the six 
denominations 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 2 annas.  And why 
did Rohit deal with the 2 annas stamp in a separate 
chapter at the end, whereas the other five stamps in 
the set were dealt with in order of  increasing denomi-
nation? 

This is a lavish production. Rohit chose to illus-
trate three covers to show that each and every variety 
was constant. If  he had opted to illustrate only one 
such cover, and had not included the chapter dealing 
with the earlier 1911 flights which were not directly 
relevant, this could have been a very much shorter 
book thus being cheaper to produce, and would be 
more affordable to the collector. 

Can be ordered from orders@stampsofindia.com, 
price INR 5000 (post–paid in India) or US$100.00 
(post–paid outside India). 

Richard Saundry 

  

The 1929 Airmail Stamps of India, A Glimpse of 6 Stamps 
Dipak, Priti & Markand Dave. 

Published by Dipak Dave, Nadiad, 2015 

This fascinating book forcibly brought home to me how 
wide the gap has become between philatelists and aero-
philatelists: that is, those who collect stamps and those 
who collect covers.  As an aerophilatelist, my concern is 
with routes and rates: all that I ask of  a stamp is that it 
should be on an interesting cover, neatly cancelled and 
paying the correct rate (and preferably not be of  high cata-
logue value).  But to the traditional philatelist, a stamp is a 
thing of  infinite interest, of  varied papers, shades, water-
marks, printings, and above all varieties. Many years of  
research by the Dave family have resulted in the discovery 
of  over 200 new flaws or varieties on the six values of  the 

1929 Indian airmail issue.  Every single one is shown in 
full colour at double size, with the flaw named and help-
fully indicated by an arrow, for those like me who had 
despaired of  ever seeing these 'flyspecks'.  A notable fea-
ture of  the book is two pages for notes at the end of  the 
book, where enthusiasts can make own observations 
(which I hope they will communicate to Mr Dave). 

This book is very welcome: in an era of  the pursuit of  
rates and routes we should not forget the times when spe-
cial stamps were issued for that novel and exciting method 
of  carrying the mail, by air. 

Barbara Priddy 

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 
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WARDROP & COMPANY LIMITED 
Philatelic Insurance Specialists 

The insurance for the serious collector providing 
peace of mind at surprisingly low cost. 

What is covered – Stamps, covers, envelopes, postcards, albums, philatelic literature, stamp boxes, 
and other articles of philatelic or postal history interest. 
Insurance against –All risks of physical loss or damage to property excluding wear, tear, gradual 
deterioration, moth, vermin, and damage or deterioration of any article directly caused while being 
worked upon or undergoing any process. 
Scope of cover – Anywhere UK (subject to prior advice of transits or locations other than the main 
dwelling for sums over £15,000) including postal or accompanied sendings  
Basis of valuation – Market value. 
Cost –Anywhere UK  £3.75 reducing to £3.00 per £1,000    
      for higher sums 
 Normally Bank  £2.50 per £1,000 (30 days withdrawal   
        any one year) 
 Bank only   £1.25 per £1,000 
For a personal quotation and prospectus write to us at the address below, telephone 01376 
563764, or visit our website www.wardrop.co.uk for more information including lots of 
links to other philatelic sites and an online proposal form. 

Wardrop & Co Ltd 
PO Box 772, Coggeshall 

COLCHESTER CO6 1UW 

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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The Journal 

Questions and Answers 

QUESTIONS 

Q517: BOAC South Pacific flight from Suva, Fiji. 

   

A friend in the Pacific Society sent me a scan of  the above cover which he had acquired about 18 
months ago with the Suva cachet and postmark. It is not listed in the Fiji Airmail catalogue, but I was 
fortunate to obtain a similar one recently. 

All the BOAC covers were sent via Nadi Airport  where both the cachet and postmark were ap-
plied. 

The 3d postage was insufficient for carriage by air, and so this cover and mine were not flown, 
but I am curious to know if  any member who collects BOAC flown covers has come across an ex-
ample of  this cover serviced in Suva that was actually carried on this flight. 

Herbie Lealman 
 

Q518: What is or was the Shortest Air Mail Route in the World? 

 According to the cachet on the cover left, it is the 
route from San Jose to Oakland. 
BUT – according to the inscription on the cover 
below, Pelee Island to Leamington is “The shortest 
regular route in the world”. 

 BUT – the postcard below has a claim on the back 
that Island Airlines was the “Shortest Airline in the 
World”, and their Ford Tri–Motor carried the Rat-
tlesnake Island local post for many years. 
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 BUT – in a talk he gave at CAPEX in 1996 about 
Scottish air mails, Richard Beith said that a service 
between Westray and Papa Westray in the Orkney 
Islands had been recognised as the World’s shortest 
scheduled airline and airmail flight in the Guinness 
Book of  Records! 
 MEANWHILE – I can think of  five routes that 
might be shorter than these: two in Canada, two in 
the U.S., and one across the border. 

 AND – when I decided to Google 
the answer, the first ten listings gave 
four different routes, only two of  
which are among the nine above! 
 SO – what is the SHORTEST AIR 
MAIL ROUTE IN THE WORLD, or 
was? Copies of  covers, particularly 
ones with claims that they were flown 

on the shortest route, are especially welcome. 

Chris Hargreaves, Editor Canadian Aerophilatelist 
  

Q518: French South Atlantic airmail operations 

 Has any member a comprehensive listing of  the French South Atlantic airmail operations? Collot 
shows only the South America Toulouse flights. Nothing of  the "avisos" (air–sea–air") services. Is 
there any listing of   these trips? This makes it very difficult to get an accurate picture on the devel-
opment of  the service. 

 If  this record does not exist, it needs to be created. This can be done by looking at schedules, no-
tices, port records, etc. What was the published schedule at the inception of  the service? Frequency? 
Posting deadlines? Dates of  service extensions in South Africa? 

Jim Graue, President, American Air Mail Society 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

The Quarterly Cover 

Camp de Gurs, France, airmail to White Plains USA. 

20th February 1941 

Richard Beith 

Westbound flights via the Azores on Pan American’s ‘southern’ route were often delayed by bad weather in the 
winter months. In February 1941 a much longer but more reliable westbound winter route was introduced: Lisbon 
– Bolama, Portuguese Guinea – Natal, Brazil – Belem, Brazil – Port of  Spain, Trinidad – San Juan, Puerto Rico – 
Maimi.  

This February 1941 cover was posted from the Camp de Gurs refugee/internment camp, located in the Bases 
Pyrénées, built in 1939 to hold refugees from the Spanish Civil War. From May 1940 it held ‘les indésireables’ and, 
from the Vichy period, stateless persons and Jews, not of  French nationality. In August 1942, 5,500 Jews from 
Gurs were transferred to the Drancy deportation camp, the majority ending their days in Auschwitz. 

The franking of  FF 14.50 = FF 2.50 overseas letter + FF 12.00 air fee/10g. The oval censor cachet of  the 
SURETE NATIONAL was applied at the camp. Although there are no transit postmarks, confirmation of  the 
route can be assured by the presence of  a Trinidad censor seal for Examiner 34.  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 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Primary Source 

Northern Rhodesia Gazette 

Routes 13 Mail Time Table 
Peter Wingent 

The timetable shown in figure 1 is a very useful source of information for those wishing to trace the route of 
air mail letters from the northern area of Northern Rhodesia to connection with Imperial Airways African ser-
vices.  It was published in the 1933 edition of the Northern Rhodesia Gazette1 and is dated 11th July 1933.  
An earlier timetable, published in a Supplement, is referred to but unfortunately, as far as I am aware, this is 
not held in any reference library.  A map of the route, part rail, part motor, is shown in figure 2. 

!  

Figure 1 

Air mail letters to and from the places shown in the timetable connected with the Imperial Airways services at 
Broken Hill until September 1934, after which they connected at Mpika.  This is confirmed by a letter dated 25th 
September 19342 from the G.P.O., Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, to the Director of  the Postal Services Dept., Lon-
don, which reads: 
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I am directed to inform you that Air Mail for the undermentioned places in this territory, will in future, 
circulate via MPIKA and not Broken Hill as heretofore. 
 Abercorn Chinsali Isoka 
 Kasama Kawambwa Luwingu 
 Mpika Mporokoso Serenje 

  

The timetable of  Route No. 13 is the only one I found many years ago in the Northern Rhodesia Government 
Gazettes. Presumably many other timetables were published in ‘Supplements’ of  which there is apparently no re-
cord, leaving us with just a tantalising glimpse.  
Perhaps a reader knows of  their whereabouts? 

References: 

1. Northern Rhodesia Government Gazette, 1933.  The National Archive, Kew.  CO 670/6. 
2. British Postal Museum & Archive. “Northern Rhodesia: mail service, general papers, 1907–1947.”  POST 
33/3610 & 3611. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Figure 2
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Saundry R, By Air from Romania to Croatia in August 1941. 
BY AIR FROM ROMANIA TO CROATIA IN AUGUST 1941. 

Richard Saundry 

As expected, the  vast majority of  members of  BAMS who collect World War II material, tend to study some as-
pect of  the air mail systems used on the Allied side of  the conflict.  At first sight it might appear that a study of  
air mail covers flown on the Axis side might be relatively uninteresting compared with studies of  covers emanat-
ing from Britain, the United States or, say, one of  the countries in the British Empire. Within Europe the territory 
over which Axis airlines were able to fly was somewhat limited, especially during those phases of  the war follow-
ing the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour in December 1941 when the United States entered the fray. As the tide 
gradually began to turn in favour of  the Allies the extent of  the Axis territory in Europe started to diminish and 
usage of  existing air mail systems by the civilian populations also began to fall such that at the end of  the war the 
vast majority of  covers that were flown tended to be largely commercial in origin.  

Notwithstanding what I have just written, studies of  wartime Axis air mail covers can nevertheless still be very 
rewarding.  Aviation fuel was always a scarce commodity and there was a growing necessity to conserve fuel for 
military needs rather than use it for purely civilian air mail purposes.  The result of  this was that available air mail 
services available were subjected to many changes and there were frequent restrictions in their use. There were 
also concomitant changes in postal tariffs as air mail services and routes became modified.  

Military censorship of  mail was equally as important to the Axis as was censorship of  mails by the Allied au-
thorities. The effects of  censorship on the circulation of  mail within the Axis countries was sometimes profound 
and the time taken for air mail covers to travel even short distances between countries was often extraordinarily 
prolonged. Conversely, from the point of  view of  the postal historian, censor markings often prove invaluable in 
working out which of  several possible routes particular covers actually travelled. The conduct of  the war also af-
fected the interchange of  air mail covers with neutral countries.  The result of  all this, I beg to suggest, are that 
studies of  the air mails of  any one of  the Axis countries should not be seen as just one of  passing interest, but 
often provide the means for meaningful documentation of  the course of  the war from the Axis perspective. 

If  someone decided he or she would like to investigate wartime Axis air mails the obvious place to begin 
would be to collect and compare covers of  one of  the major countries: Germany, Italy or, as in the present case, 
Romania. With diligence representative collections of  covers of  any of  these three countries should not be too 
hard to amass and would not be expected to place too great a demand on one’s financial resources. 

With this in mind I would like to share with you my analysis of  what I consider a very interesting Romanian 
cover flown to Croatia in August 1941 (See inside front cover).  I confess I long had this cover and delayed incor-
porating it within my collection as it was seemingly of  only marginal interest.  When, however, I got down to the 
task of  more closely evaluating the cover, (posted Arad, Romania to Osijek, Croatia, in August 1941), I found to 
my great delight that it was far more interesting than I originally believed, since it was posted when Romania had 
just entered the fray and Romanian military censorship of  foreign mail was still in its infancy. 

Romania in World War II 

Before we begin to look at the cover in detail, it would, perhaps, be useful to have some background informa-
tion as to how and why Romania got embroiled in the conflict on the Axis side.  When the First World War came 
to an end in 1919, Romania found herself  on the winning side.  In the re–drawing of  national boundaries Roma-
nia acquired considerable territory: North West Transylvania from Hungary, and to the north the important prov-
inces of  North Bucovina and Bessarabia together with a very small tract of  land called Tinutul Herta, which were 
all acquired at the expense of  the Soviet Union.  Romania was also awarded an increased proportion of  the land 
south of  the River Danube delta (South Dobrudja) from neighbouring Bulgaria.  As a result of  the acquisition of  
these various territories there was always a degree of  tension between Romania and her neighbours, with Hungary 
and Russia in particular.  I surmise if  you were to ask the man in the street in Bucharest in 1939 who he most  
favoured, he would almost certainly plump for the Western powers, France in particular, rather than Germany.  
After all, there was from 1920 an international accord known as the “Little Entente” between France and a num-
ber of  countries in Eastern Europe including Romania. And you will remember that in the 1920s the Romano–
French airline CFRNA, later CIDNA which became merged into Air France, pioneered a route linking France 
with Constantinople which transited Arad and Bucharest in Romania. During the 1930s, however, Germany took 
advantage of  the worldwide economic slump, increasing its trade with the Balkan countries at the expense of  both 
France and Britain, such that at the time war broke out in Europe in September 1939 Romania was dependent 
upon Germany for over 50% of  its imports and exports.  This growing dependence of  Romania on Germany had 
alarmed Britain and France, and with the threat of  a possible German take over as war loomed over the horizon 
signed an accord guaranteeing Romania’s independence. 
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When the Second World War broke out in Europe, Romania declared its neutrality, but with the fall of  France 
in June 1940 it was obvious that Britain on its own was incapable of  coming to her rescue if  she were attacked.  
The Soviet Union also had serious designs on Romania, wishing to regain her lost territories, with the result the 
pro–German government of  King Carlos drew ever closer to Hitler, hoping by allying itself  with powerful Ger-
many this would act to ward of  any threat of  Russian aggression.  On 26th June 1940, however, Russia gave Ro-
mania an ultimatum to return Bukovina and Bessarabia. By that time Germany and Russia had signed a non–ag-
gression pact, and wishing for the time being to keep the status quo, Hitler ordered Romania to cede these territo-
ries.  When Hungary subsequently (30th August) also demanded the return of  Transylvania, and under pressure 
from Hitler the Carlos government agreed, Carlos was obliged to abdicate, being succeeded by his son Michael (to 
reign for a second time).  With the return of  South Dobrudja to Bulgaria, much diminished Romania was now 
utterly powerless to oppose any further German demands. Germany desperately needed to retain access to Roma-
nia’s oil and wheat, and Hitler would never have allowed any other country to gain access to these vital commodi-
ties.  German troops crossed unopposed into Romania 10th October 1940, with Romania joining the Tripartite 
Pact (between Germany, Italy and Japan) on 23rd November. 

Meanwhile in October 1940, Mussolini, acting apparently without prior approval from Hitler, attacked Greece.  
The Greeks initially successfully repulsed the Italians with the result German forces had to be committed to help 
the Italians. During the course of  helping the Italians conquer Greece, German forces launched attacks from 
Southern Germany, Romania and Bulgaria against Yugoslavia which was entirely overrun during April 1941.  Yu-
goslavia was dismembered with much of  the coastal region being occupied by Italy and Serbia by Germany. Croat-
ia became a semi–autonomous puppet state of  Germany. 

Then on 22nd June 1941 Romania formerly entered the war on the Axis side.  Romanian troops actively joined 
with German forces in the attack against Russia. During July of  that year Romanian forces played an important 
role in successfully retaking both Bukovina and Bessarabia.  Romanian forces even succeeded in conquering a fur-
ther tract of  Russian land known as Transnistria including the important Black Sea port of  Odessa. 

Thus at the time our letter was sent, 7th August 1941, Romania was actively fighting alongside its German al-
lies against the Russians, and Osijek, where the letter was addressed was now to be found in the puppet state of  
Croatia which had only recently come into existence (18th May). 

The Cover. 

Franked 38 Lei using three of  the King Michael definitive stamps issued 20th October 1940, the cover was 
posted in Arad on 7th August 1941.  Arad is a major town in western Romania, relatively close to the border with 
Hungary.  Interestingly when CFRNA opened its route between France and Constantinople in 1922, there were 
two intermediary stops in Romania, Bucharest and Arad.  In 1941 Arad was still an intermediary stop on an air 
mail route (Bucharest–Arad–Budapest–(Vienna)) jointly operated by Romania’s national airline LARES and the 
Hungarian airline Malert.  Significantly, however, Lufthansa Route #117, (Bucharest–Budapest–Vienna–Berlin), 
Romania’s main international air mail route, seems rarely to have used Arad as an intermediary point. There were, 
however, two Romanian internal air mail routes to Arad operated by LARES:  between 7th May and 4th October 
1941, LARES operated a service over the route Bucharest–(Brasov)–Sibiu–Arad, and between 14th April and 11th 
October operated Bucharest–Craiova–Arad–(Timisoara).1 We safely conclude from what follows, our cover was 
not directly flown from Arad out of  the country, but first flown by LARES back to Bucharest. 

The “PAR AVION” air mail etiquette is of  minor interest.  This etiquette (43.5 x 11.5 mm., Marinescu Type 
13.1) first saw use in 1935 and was worded in French, the international language of  the UPU.  Most of  the eti-
quettes issued before this date were worded in the Romanian equivalent, “PRIN AVION”. 

There are no transit or arrival date stamps, but since the letter was censored twice en route that gives us some 
insight into where the cover travelled.  It was first censored in Bucharest, then by the German authorities in Vien-
na.  This information is learned from studying the various censor mark.  Axis censorship provides the main thrust 
of  the current presentation. 

Romanian Censorship. 

It was only a short time after Romania declared war against Russia (and presumably also the Allies?) that Ro-
manian censorship of  foreign mail began.3  On 27th June 1941, it was announced that it was no longer permissible 
to send simple letters to international destinations unless presented at a post office in an unsealed state.  This was 
to facilitate examination of  the contents.  (Furthermore, and this has nothing to do with our current discussion, as 
far as Romania was concerned, from 15th February 1943 only registered items were accepted into the international 
air mail system.)  Following successfully passing scrutiny, our August 1941 cover was firmly closed using an adhe-
sive paper censorship tape (= seal) with wording “CENZURAT (arms of  Romania) CENZURAT”.  This is the 
first and only example of  this type of  seal I have so far found.  It was used at Bucharest’s main post office at the 
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Gara da Nord (= North Railway Station) only between July and October 1941.3  I am led to believe this seal is 
comparatively scarce.   

The censorship seal was then tied to the cover with an example of  the ‘CENZURAT/8’ hand stamp in black 
ink.  ‘CENZURAT’ hand stamps with numbers 1,2,3,...11 used only at the Bucharest Gara da Nord main post 
office, were first introduced in July 1941, and saw a prolonged period of  use until well after the war had ended 
(until January 1946).  The exact significance of  the numbers 1 through 11 currently escapes me.  I would like to 
suggest these referred to the desks or rooms in the Bucharest post office where censors with particular language 
skills worked.  My study of  c.50 air mail covers posted during the war indicates there was no discernible pattern 
suggesting any one of  the ‘CENZURAT/(No.)’  hand stamps were especially reserved for censorship of  covers 
addressed to specific destinations.  Certainly covers addressed to, say, Vienna during late 1941 all seem to bear 
‘CENZURAT/2’ marks, and covers to Bulgaria generally carry ‘CENZURAT/4’ hand stamps, but there are many 
exceptions.  The important thing is that after the introduction of  these ‘CENZURAT/(No.)’ hand stamps, use of  
the paper seal was no longer really necessary.  Following scrutiny, envelopes could be simply closed and the num-
bered hand stamps used alone to show the missives had been properly examined. 

The front of  the present cover bears a ’65’ in a 14 mm. diameter circle mark.  This is definitely a Romanian 
censorship inspector’s personal identification mark.  The censor numbers within a circle first began to be used in 
August 1941, so our letter to Croatia, 7th August, is an extremely early example of  their use.  We are led to believe 
that the highest number in circle recorded so far is ‘202’.3 

The important point from the aero–postal history perspective is that these censorship markings indicate the 
cover was first flown to Bucharest before censorship.  It is abundantly clear that throughout the course of  the war, 
all Romanian international mail was first taken to Bucharest for censorship.  All foreign mail was sent from, and 
only from, Bucharest, and all mail arriving in Romania had to go first to Bucharest for censorship handling before 
onward distribution. 

Censorship in Vienna. 

During its journey to Croatia, the cover was censored by the German censorship authorities in Vienna.  After 
opening, the envelope was resealed on one edge using cream paper re–sealing tape, coded ‘g’.  This re–sealing tape 
was also tied to the cover using an indistinct strike of  a red ‘hooded’ circle ‘Gepruft’ hand stamp. The code letter  
‘g’ refers to Vienna, the location for German censorship of  mail arriving from the Balkans.  There are further 
German censorship markings, both hand stamped and manuscript.  On the back there are small impressed num-
bers ‘644’ and ‘796’, and throughout the war it seems the application of  such two small numerals on the back of  
envelopes was a common feature of  German censorship, not only as seen here in Vienna but in censorship offices 
elsewhere. Possibly these numbers identified two inspectors.  At the bottom right on the front of  the envelope is a 
light green ink ‘2677’ followed by manuscript ‘/27/…’, the rest being obscured by the re–sealing tape, as is a very 
faint pencil ‘2523…’ again partially obscured for the same reason.  These markings are probably codes for date of  
arrival, number of  sheets in the letter, etc. but exactly how this worked for Vienna escapes me.   

What is interesting to me is that after October 1941 Romanian covers that were examined in Vienna invariably 
additionally bear two different kinds of  impressed serial numbers (often up to five digits) using larger font.  The 
first of  these numbers (c. 6 mm. tall) always begins with the letter ‘L’, and it seems that after the missives had suc-
cessfully passed scrutiny, were cancelled using a crayon line.  It is eminently clear the ‘L’ series of  numbers were 
applied in the Vienna censorship bureau since covers arriving there from countries such as Hungary and Bulgaria 
also have them.  The jury is out as to where the other black ink impressed serial numbers (usually 5 digits, 5 mm. 
tall) were applied.  I am reasonably confident these were actually applied by the Bucharest censors and were used 
to collate and log the covers passing through the Bucharest office.  This, of  course, was a procedure that had not 
been introduced at the time our cover was sent (in August 1941).  The two kinds of  larger serial numbers are ab-
sent from  our cover. 

The Air Mail Route. 

Osijek, in Croatia lies to the south west of  Romania and earlier would have been reached from Bucharest us-
ing any link that could deliver the mail first to or near to Zagreb, or Belgrade.  In 1941 there was such a service: 
Lufthansa Route 18, which operated Bucharest–Sofia–Belgrade–Budapest–Vienna–Berlin.  Unfortunately, because 
of  the invasion of  Yugoslavia, service over this route was truncated after 4th May and provided service only as far 
as Sofia in Bulgaria. 

The fact that the letter was examined in Vienna confirms the letter reached Croatia in a very roundabout 
manner, first being flown from Arad to the Romanian capital, then north to Vienna, carried on an aircraft of  the 
joint Lufthansa 117/Malert/LARES 1370 daily service.  It is believed that at this crucial stage of  the German as-
sault against the Soviet Union in July–August 1941, Axis air resources were highly stretched trying to ferry essen-
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tial supplies to the front, necessitating using as many aircraft as could be spared from other duties.  During the war 
Germany imposed restrictions on the use of  aircraft of  other Axis nations for international air mail service.  At 
this vital stage of  the war, however, the German attitude relaxed, with the result Germany was grateful for 
LARES who for a short time were given exceptional authorisation to carry mail and passengers over greater dis-
tances and routes. It makes sense, therefore, to assume the cover was flown Bucharest to Vienna by LARES or by 
Malert, not by Lufthansa. 

After Vienna the trail goes cold.  I think it safe to assume the cover was not flown between Vienna and Croat-
ia, but was forwarded by surface means.  Consultation of  the services listed in the Swiss P.T.T. Guides (extracted 
by Ian Warne) published by John Daynes,4 suggests that there were no direct air mail services linking Vienna with 
Croatia in August 1941.  Furthermore, a Deutsche Lufthansa flight plan dated 8th June 1941, kindly provided for 
those attending a recent BAMS meeting by our member Julian van Beveren, also suggests there were no air mail 
services from Vienna operating in the general direction of  Croatia.  In contrast with these two sources, Thomas 
Boyle5 provided a map of  the Lufthansa routes operating from May 1941 to mid–year 1942, in which he showed 
there was an air link Vienna–Graz–Zagreb.  I leave it up to the experts to inform us when the route to Zagreb was 
operative.  I think it more likely the cover just had to be forwarded from Vienna by surface means.  It is highly 
regrettable there are no arrival marks on our cover for Croatia.  As with Allied mail during the war, for security 
reasons, the routine use of  arrival date stamps was discontinued for most ordinary (not registered) mail. 

We are left to speculate, if  the cover could only be forwarded from Vienna by surface means, why it was 
flown there in the first place!  The distance, as the crow flies, Bucharest to Osijek is not really that much different 
than Vienna to Osijek.  I guess there were stringent conditions applied by the German authorities to the effect 
that mail addressed to their puppet state had to be properly censored by the Wehrmacht, and that necessitated 
such Romanian mail had first to go to Vienna. 

The 38 Lei Franking. 

I believe the franking for the air mail cover was technically incorrect.  Romanian international air mail postage 
rates were computed by the simple addition of  the surface rate, to any special service rates such as registration or 
express letter services if  required, and the relevant air mail surcharge rate.  At this date Romania used 20 gm. wt. 
steps both for UPU surface and air mail surcharge rates.  The surface rate (1st July 1941 to 30th April 1945) was 20 
Lei the first 20 gm., then 12 Lei each additional 20 gm. or parts thereof.  The  air surcharge rate to Croatia (from 
1st July 1941 to 14th April 1943) was set at 10 Lei per 20 gm.2 Thus the correct postage rate on a letter not weigh-
ing more than 20 gm. should have been only 30 Lei. Our cover, however, was franked 38 Lei (deliberately so using 
three different postage stamps).  The only explanations I can come up for this apparent deliberate overpayment of  
8 Lei, is (a)that this is a philatelic franking – an absurd proposition, or (b) the writer of  the letter had a large stock 
of  stamps of  different denominations to hand and just franked the cover so that he or she “covered all bases”, or 
(c) the postal officials at Arad, confused the rate to Croatia with probably very well known rate to Greater Ger-
many (most likely). The air surcharge rate (1 April 1941 to c. October 1941) to Germany was 18 Lei per 20 gm.2 
Perhaps people in Romania were not sufficiently well informed that conquered Croatia was now a semi–au-
tonomous puppet state of  Germany and had not, in fact, been incorporated into Greater Germany as earlier had 
been both Austria and Bohemia & Moravia. 

Postscript. 

This has been a particularly hard but most rewarding Romanian air mail cover for me to analyse. If  any of  our 
readers can add information, or wish to amend any errors I have made, I would be most grateful.  Romanian air 
mail covers that were sent later in 1941 and for the rest of  the war period (up to August 1944) are generally much 
easier to understand. The vast majority were sent as registered letters, thus bear more transit or arrival marks com-
pared to this August 1941 example to Croatia.  I have found the study of  wartime Romanian air mails  very addic-
tive, particularly  since during the war there were many changes in postal rate schedules leading to a myriad of  dif-
ferent frankings. 

I am eternally thankful to have had access to the monographs of  Ing. Calin Marinescu.1, 2, 3 Romanian has 
proven a difficult language to understand, even with the aid of  a good dictionary – thus it is possible I have intro-
duced inaccuracies through misreading some of  what Marinescu has written.  I trust, however, that what I have 
said above will have whetted the appetites of  fellow collectors such that others will be attracted to this fascinating 
collecting area, and more importantly write and share their findings. 
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❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

  

I	hope	the	above	has	gained	your	a3en4on,	as	at	the	4me	of	wri4ng	only	sixty	seven	people	
have	responded	to	 the	reminder	no4ce	which	was	on	the	back	page	of	 the	 last	 issue	of	Air	
Mail	News	and	unfortunately	two	of	those	were	resigna4ons	to	age	related	problems.	
I	would	also	 like	to	thank	those	who	added	a	dona4on	to	the	society.	As	we	have	 improved	
the	prin4ng	of	the	magazine	by	going	to	full	colour	produc4on	it	has	precluded	us	being	able	
to	enclose	a	reminder	slip.	The	cost	of	sending	then	out	separately	would	be	uneconomic	and	
only	 force	 up	 the	 subscrip4ons,	 thus	 if	 you	 have	 not	 renewed	 your	 subscrip4on	 could	 you	
please	do	so	now	as	your	name	will	be	removed	from	the	mailing	list.	Also	to	save	on	cost	we	
are	not	prin4ng	extra	copies	to	keep	as	stock.	

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 

URGENT NOTICE

SUBSCRIPTIONS WERE DUE 1ST 
JAN 2016
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Lee D, Remembering Queen Astrid     

Remembering Queen Astrid and The Crash of SABENA OO–AIU 

David Lee 

Queen Astrid, Eva Peron and Princess Diana were three women who, although they grew up without special privileges, 
gained power and influence by their marriages and who then supported charities that brought a better life for the 
disadvantaged – especially women and children.   They all died in their early to mid–thirties and their untimely deaths led 
to unprecedented national grief  among ordinary people who saw each as one of  their kind. 

  
 Born in 1905, Astrid was the third daughter of  the third son of  the King of  Sweden and was raised as in a normal 

Swedish family fashion.   She was a beautiful woman and in 1926 she married Leopold, the heir to the Belgian throne.   
Following the death of  Albert I in a mountaineering accident, King Leopold III and his queen Astrid came to the 
throne in February 1934 and she became even more involved in charity work, especially during a severe economic crisis 
in the country.  While on holiday in Switzerland, Queen Astrid was killed in a motor accident on 29 August 1935 and 
Belgium went into mourning with an estimated one million people lining the 4km route of  the State funeral.   A set of  
stamps was issued in October 1935 showing a portrait of  Astrid within a black border. 

Figure 1 – Publicity sheet for the Semaine du Souvenir 
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As the first anniversary of  Queen Astrid's death approached, the Club Philatelique d'Ostende made plans  for a  
week  of  remembrance  (Semaine  du  Souvenir)  in honour  of  Astrid and  the pamphlet  in Figure 1 was issued.   

A postcard was also issued giving details of  what had been arranged by the Club – this is shown in Figures 2 and 3.  
The back of  the card is dated 12th August 1936 and states that the Club was to sell the stock of  Astrid mourning 

stamps held by the Tuberculosis Society.  This included 2,000 full sets and subscriptions would be accepted until 20th 
August with priority for Club members.  Any stamps  remaining would be sold to the public from 22nd to 31st August 
at the Casino–Kursaal. 

In addition, a special commemorative envelope printed by SABENA would be available for 5 belgas to which the 
stamps would be affixed and postmarked on 29th August. (The belga was a gold currency issued in 1926 for 
international transactions and was worth 5 Belgian francs – in 1932 35 belgas = £1.) 

  
The covers would be flown to Leopoldville or Elisabethville and Congo stamps commemorating the 

anniversary of  Astrid's death that were to be issued on 29th August would be available to cover the return flight.   
Profits would go to charity. 

  

Figure 2 – Front of Post Card publicising the Week of Remembrance 

Figure 3 – Back of Post Card publicising the Week of Remembrance 
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The postcard shown above is the only one I have found that is postmarked in Ostende on 24th August – whether that 
was the date all cards were posted or whether this was a late posting is not known.  There is no record as to whether the 
offer closing 20th August was well subscribed. 

An example of  the envelope sold in terms of  this offer is shown below in Figure 4. 

  

Closing orders for the covers on 20th August gave enough time for them to be prepared but I have found no 
record of  how many covers were sold or carried on the flight – nor how many have survived. SABENA often 
numbered their 'special flight' covers but not on this occasion.  Three have recently appeared on auction sites with 
the return address hand written in the address box at lower left, and two are addressed back to the Club while the 
third is addressed to Lille in France. The placing of  the Belgian postage stamps is identical on all three covers but 
the placing of  the Congo stamps varies. 

  

Figure 4. A SABENA cover sold to commemorate Queen Astrid's death a year previously 

Figure 5 – An item of mail carried on the flight by OO–AIU. (Collection of Filip van der Hagen) 
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Being postmarked 29th August, the commemorative covers were in time to be carried on the SABENA flight 
from Bruxelles on Saturday 30th August 1936.  The aircraft used on the flight was one of  the fleet of  Fokker 
F.VIIb registration OO–AIU, and the flight was also to be the first to land at Libenge.  Libenge is a small city in 
the Congo Basin on the banks of  the River Ubangi which is a large tributary of  the Congo River. There were nine 
passengers including M. Tony Orta, director of  operations for SABENA's African Division who would officially 
open the Libenge airport.   M. Gaston Bergery who was a left wing politician representing Mantes in the Chamber 
of  Deputies and his wife were also on the flight.   

The flight also carried the normal consignment of  mail and an example is shown at Figure 5 above.   Mail was 
also taken on board and off–loaded at stops en route as normal. 

  

  

Figure 6 – Mail loaded at Libenge on the flight OO–AIU. (Collection of Filip van der Hagen) 

Figure 7 – The Belgian Congo showing the site of Lake Tumba. 
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Take off  was on schedule on the route via Marseille to Oran.  On Sunday 30th August the flight was to Reg-
gan and then on to Niamey and Fort Lamy over the next two days.   On Wednesday 2nd September the flight left 
Fort Lamy but flew into very bad weather before landing at the new airport at Libenge.  Some commemorative 
mail was taken on board at Libenge and an example is shown in Figure 6. 

The flight should have continued onto Bangui and Coquilhatville that day but the aircraft was bogged down 
on the new runway and it wasn't until the next day after heavy work by local labour that it was able to take off  
again. If  anything, the weather was now worse and the aircraft was forced down at Bangui by a tornado where the 
flight stopped overnight. 

  
On Friday 4th September, the aircraft left Bangui for Coquilhatville, a distance of  480kms – it was now two 

days late on its schedule.   After landing at Coquilhatville, the aircraft took off  for Leopoldville in an attempt to 
make up lost time – a distance of  735km. About an hour into the flight there were problems with the engine on 
the right wing which eventually failed and the aircraft was forced to make an emergency landing some 125kms 
south of  Coquilhatville    The site of  the crash was in a clearing  in a forest close to Lake Tumba – a shallow lake 
about 765 sq km which also connects to the Congo River and which is shown in red on the map in Figure 7 
above.  No injuries were suffered in the crash but the undercarriage was destroyed and the passengers and crew 
spent the night at the site. 

The group of  photographs above in Figure 8 shows the aircraft and passengers at the crash site. 
Two search aircraft found the wreck on Saturday morning and one of  them – another SABENA Fokker F.VI-

Ib registration OO–AIV that was stationed in the Congo – dropped survival packages containing water and food.   
Later the passengers and crew together with the mail bags were taken across the lake by boats to Bikoro, a small 
market town on the north–eastern bank of  the lake.  From there they were taken by truck to Coquilhatville where 
they spent the night and then by a single engined aircraft (probably a SABENA Fokker 7A) to Leopoldville.  They 
arrived on Sunday 6th September at 19:00hrs.  

  
No arrival stamp was applied to the covers in Leopoldville.  Mail for Elisabethville and Madagascar was sent 

on in the usual way by the SABENA internal service.  The Air Afrique Bloch 120 aircraft due to fly from Brazzav-
ille on 6th September had delayed its departure and arrangements were made for it to carry mail back to Belgium 
that had terminated in Leopoldville. The Congo postage stamps were cancelled with the date/time of  departure 

Figure 8 – Scenes at the crash site  
(from www.bahavzw.be/database/content/fokker-f7-3m-oo-aiu-te-flandria) 

Figure 9 – OO–AIU dismantled ready to be towed from the crash site.  (from www.belgian-wings.be) 
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of  the Air Afrique flight – 08:00hrs on 7th September 1936.  Mail arrived in Bruxelles on Friday 11th September 
but, again, there is no arrival back stamp for Bruxelles or Ostende.  The Lille cover is back stamped 13th Sep-
tember 1936. 

After inspection of  the SABENA aircraft OO–AIU at the crash site, the wings and other heavy parts were 
removed and it was towed to a nearby airfield, see Figure 9 above.  However, it was now too badly damaged and 
was officially written off  on 9th September when its registration was cancelled.    

From my research into these commemorative covers, it seems very little has been written about them in Eng-
lish language publications and although there are various reports of  the crash, these are in French or Flemish.  
Not only do they appear to deal with different aspects of  the topic but the connection with these covers is men-
tioned in only one publication.  It therefore seemed appropriate to prepare an article that brought all the pieces 
together and I am most grateful to the following who provided me with information (in English) about the inci-
dent – Barbara Priddy, Hennie TSchroots, Ken Sanford, Filip Van der Haegen, Rick Oxenham and, of  course, the 
contributors to Google.   I have also been referred to the following publications: Catalogue de l'Aerophilatelique Belge 
(1982) by Emil Vandenbeauw and Histoire Aerophilatelique des Lignes Africaines (1936) by Alain Cornu and Gerard 
Collot published by Cercle Aerophilatelique Francais in 2009.     Any errors are of  course mine. 

As mentioned above, I have not found any record of  the number of  covers carried or still 'around'. Two pub-
lications have given values of  the cover.  The first is from 1982 in the Catalogue de l'Aerophilatelic Belge and it gives 
two values (my guess is that the author/s did not realise that #233 and #237 are covers from the same event): 

1. #233 Brussels – Elisabethville & return 29 Aug 1936 commem Queen Astrid – a return flight :  
Francs (Belgian) 250 (which when the Euro was first introduced = Euro 4.40) 
2.  #237 Accident at Lake Tumba Sabena cover with a destination in the Congo : Francs (Belgian) 2500 
(which when the Euro was first introduced = Euro 44.00  
3. Cornu/Collot give a value of  Euro 150 in November 2009  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Auction News 
The next auction list is included in this edition, please note that the quantity of items for sale is de-
creasing and thus our income falls in line with sales.
I urgently require lots for the next auction which will be held live at the Annual General Meeting, 
please send them as soon as possible to myself P. Lister preferably with an email listing of the items 
as this saves me having to re type your written descriptions and thus prevent typo’s.

Membership	&	Auc4on	Secretary	
P.Lister,	

97	Albany	Park	Avenue,	
Enfield	Highway,	EN3	5NX	

E.mail	:	p.a.lister@b4nternet.com								
Tel:	020	8292	8206	

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈  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van Beveren J, Further notes on the Do–X, Part 2 
Further notes on the Do–X North & South Atlantic airmail 

Part 2 

Julian van Beveren  

The Swiss postcard is another of  those oddballs that this time unluckily was to prove ultimately to be carried 
the long way round to its island destination due to it loosing its way whilst in transit as it was, “MISSENT TO 
BERMUDA”. Cancelling the 5 Swiss Fr. ultramarine “Rütli” stamp is the date of  –8.XI.30 –12 ROMANSHORN 
7 and at FRIEDRCHSHAFEN 13.11.30 10–11. Usual onboard cancels together with the rhomboid DOX 
PRIMEIRO VÔO EUROPA–AMERICA DO SUL AMERICAS UNIDOS 1931 and arriving at HAMILTON –7 
JUL 31 A BERMUDA, when the address was pointed out and sent on its way again. On the front of  the postcard 
is the Alpine background showing the Berneralpen which has the eventual arrival cancellation at NASSUA13 JY 
31 BAHAMAS. Hooray! (Fig.14) 

  

Dr. Max Kronstein the celebrated aerophilatelist would have been mightily pleased to have received this little 
Spanish entire postcard with the Do–X having completed its round trip successfully, even if  a little overdue. Hav-
ing suffered another blow in the Canary Islands whilst undertaking test takeoffs in Gando Bay she broke one of  
her main supporting wing struts resulting in a further delay whilst repairs were made. Finally on the 1st May she 
was able to fly on to the Rio de Oro in the Spanish Sahara.  The 4 Reichsmark stamp was cancelled on the 
DORNIER FLUGSCHIFF on 1– MAI 31 D 1929 and was the beginning of  the main South Atlantic crossing 
having reached another milestone at Villa Cisneros from Las Palmas and ready to fly to its jumping off  point at 
Bolama to Porto Praia in the Cape Verde Islands eventually. And so, after 21 false starts at Bolama during the 
month of  May, Horst Merz feeling his way at the helm, struggling to unstick the hull from the water in the high 
humidity and thin tropical air, lifted this colossus with its massive wing area supporting the laden 55 ton metal 
flying machine and made it to the next port of  call at Porto Praia. Finally from there while riding on the cushion 
of  air if  the sea was calm enough, (termed ground effect), she made it across the South Atlantic divide to 
Fernando Naronha by the 6th June. (Fig.15) 

Figure 14
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In figure 4 of  Nicholas Arrow’s piece, we saw the very interesting cover to a collector in Chile sent from Strasbourg. 

  
The same collector received the Russian “Mitlaufer” seen here at figures 16a and 16b from Leningrad.  
A Mitlaufer is again one of  those German words than does not translate well into the English language, as a literal trans-

lation it would be to run/walk alongside. In the philatelic sense, I have read it roughly interpreted by one English author as, 
“mail that has no business to get onto the Do–X at this point but which got on board just the same.” However in this case these airmails 
were accepted and sanctioned through the Bundespostministerium on this exceptional promotional flight. The envelope 
has a total of  6 R.M. to cover the air rate to Rio de Janeiro with the O.A.T. carried by Condor as per their airmail etiquette 
and needing a further equivalent value airmail tariff  of  some 1750 Rs., supplied and dated in BERLIN C on –8.11.30. 1–
2N. Having the usual Do–X cancellations for the South American Flight, it additionally has the error cancellation described 
by Nicholas on the reverse of  CORREIO AEREO –RIO– 2A SECCAO – 22.IV. 31., and I wonder if  the Strasbourg 
example too had this mistaken date cancellation? As we can see it arrived at TRAIGUEN in Chile two weeks later on –
5.JUL.31. 12D. See Harms examples of  the date cancel error being shown here in figure 16b. 

  

Figure 15

Figure 16a
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The engineer on board, Freddy Schmidt and his concoctions were also alluded to in Nicholas’s previous piece. 

Concoction maybe, but what it does do more importantly is chart the troubled stop, go, problems the giant flying 
boat had experienced particularly from Lisbon onwards (Figures 17 a and 17b). Top right in Amsterdam Central 
Station on the 8th November 1930 is where the cocktail receives its first ingredient, with Southampton on the 12th 
November. Here we should pause for breath as the flying boat landed on Southampton Water the day before on 
the 11th of  November, where, as the illustration below shows, the crew broke off  from work during the day, and 
marked a two minutes silence on the 12th anniversary of  The Great War, with members of  the crew standing on 
the pontoon in respect for the fallen and their flag flying at half  mast. 

  

Figure 16b

Figure 17a
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The Prince of  Wales paid a visit to the Do–X the following day and took part in a short flight up The Solent 

and was allowed to have his hands on the control column for a short while by the American co–pilot Clarence 
Schildhauer in the Captain’s seat for this joy ride, being a fluent English speaker could communicate clearly … just 
in case. 

  
Then onto Bordeaux the famous wine producing region of  France, having first of  all weathered a storm off  the Brit-

tany coast the previous night. Being unable to reach that destination before nightfall, they flew over the Ile de Yeu near Les 
Barge and finding a suitable stretch of  sea to land on, Horst Merz manoeuvred the huge craft along the coast for some four 
hours along the Pertius Breton and at last was able to drop anchor at 20.45 hrs. at San Martin de Ré, where he was able to 
disembark some of  his passengers who were then able to reach land by way of  a fishing boat. Being anchored off  that is-
land in some shelter off  the Brittany coast, facing into the high wind that night, with the engines turning at half  revolutions 
to ride out a typical Biscay depression. And so to Bordeaux Bourse Gironde on the 17th, as the next port of  call, also calling 
in at Blaye on the 20th, before going on to Santander the 22nd November, La Coruna on the 24th and arrival at Lisboa Cent-
ral with a rather poor cancelation date of  28.11. 30. 2.A SECCAO. The further departure from Lisbon two months later is 
shown with the cancel of  30.JAN.1931 and the eventual arrival at Puerto de la Luz on the 31.ENE. 31. in the Canary Is-
lands. Leaving Puerto de la Luz in the Canarias is shown as 30.ABR. 31,(bottom left), with the arrival the same day at Rio de 
Oro in Spanish Sahara on 30.ABR.31 showing next to it. Next we can see them at DE BOLAMA on the reverse at the 
bottom of  the envelope dated, –5 MAI 1931, with their extended stay in that tropical isolated delta region and with all the 
problems of  getting airborne again. Some twenty one attempts were made before the flying boat was able to unstick her 

Figure 17b

Members of the crew standing on the pontoon in respect for the fallen and their flag flying at half mast.
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hull from the briny in that thin humid air! Their eventual arrival in Porto Praia, CABO VERDE takes centre stage dated 
30.MAI 31 with arrival at Brazil at Fernando de Noronha being at the top of  the envelope with the cancel RIO GRANDE 
NORTE –5.VI.31. 4A SEC–TARDE, together with the on board cancelation being applied the following day shown as 6– 
JUL. 31.  Their final arrival at Rio de Janeiro is manifest with the cancellation on 22.VI.31. Having been taken in and out of  
the locker so many times, together with the fire on board at Lisbon, these covers certainly show signs of  wear and tear, but 
nevertheless are valuable historical documents charting the course of  events. (Figs.17a & 17b.) I also append here at figure 
18 an extract from the Flight Log Book written up by the Chief  Pilot Horst Merz, showing the test flights undertaken after 
the fire to the port wing which enforced their two month delay, taken from the book, Correio Aéreo em Portugal by Capt. 
F.lemos da Silveira, hence in Portuguese.  

  

  

  

Figure 18. Extract from the Flight Log Book of the Chief Pilot of the Do–X Horst Merz

Figure 19a

Figure 19b
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Having reached the South American shore the commercial Dutch cover shown in figure 19a & 19b cancelled 
in Amsterdam and dated 7.XI. 11 1930 shows the total airmail fee of  fl.3.30 for this trans Atlantic flight and 12½ 
cents inland rate. All the other bells and whistle handstamps and the usual Do–X on board cancel of  9 NOV 30 
are there. It would have travelled on down to Rio, as confirmed by the cancellation on the reverse of  CORREO 
AEREO 22 VI 31 RIO DE JANEIRO, having eventually reached the eastern shore of  South America. It would 
then have been off  loaded there and put onto a Pan American plane, (FAM 6), for its onward air transit journey 
back north to Miami and on west to California, arriving in Oakland on July 11th 1931. The Oakland date shows 
that it was not put into the singular post sack which the American ship Southern Cross took onboard, the mails of  
which were not received in the States until the end of  July, (31.7. 1931). It also lacks the “U.S. SEA POST 20 
JUNE 1931 SOUTHERN CROSS A. FROHBACH,” hand stamp seen on some of  the mail sent by surface to 
the U.S. 

From Rio the Dornier now headed directly north to the former Dutch colony of  Surinam at the top of  the 
South American continent and a cover sent with the mighty Do–X from the Postmaster in the capital Paramaribo 
to his counter part in Miami.(Fig.20) It has a single 1½ Gld. Do. X off  centre surprint for airmail up to 18 grams 
and struck with their commemorative strike of  EXTRA LUCHTPOST VERZENDING/UIT SURINAME 
PER Do X dated 18.8.31. The ink colour for these “FROM SURINAME …” handstamps is usually struck in 
violet. 

  

  

Figure 20

Figure 21
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At figure 21 the similar strike “FROM ANTIGUA …” which is usually struck in black ink, with this small cover to 
England having one on the back of  the envelope as well. Although Harms has these covers listed as being cancelled on the 
19.08.1931 this particular example was a late one and shows the cdsd of  ST. JOHN’S ANTIGUA W.I. AU.20. 31   The 
various denominations of  the George V Antiguan stamps of  1d., 2d., 3d. & 6d. (pence) amounting to 1/– (one shilling) 
which would have been sufficient for its airmail to Miami , New York and surface to the U.K. 

Having at last reached their originally planned destination of  the USA at Miami on the 22nd August, its flight continued 
north to Charleston, Norfolk and New York reaching Glenn Curtiss Airport on the 27th August, where it was to give a few 
demonstration flights (three I believe), lasting until 1st September, after which the engines and the flying boat were given a 
complete and thorough overhaul throughout the autumn, winter and spring of  1931/1932. This would last until the 15th 
May when it was taken on its first test flight after the major overhaul. That proving successful it then went on to give two 
passenger joy rides around the city of  New York the following day. On the 19th May it began its homeward journey via 
Newfoundland landing there on the Trinity Bight near Dildo due to poor weather at St. John’s and disappointing a large 
crowd gathered there to greet her. Various airmail postal commitments were completed for the collectors back home in 
Europe at Holyrood, Harbour Grace and St. Johns etc. amounting in total to some 1,730 postcards and 2,871 letters from 
Newfoundland and America. The standard on board cancel of  19 MAI 1932 is shown in figure 22, in this case cancelling 
the G.Z.1.SüDAMERIKA FAHRT 4 R.M. stamp and pair of  D.L.1 Mark stamps together with violet AMERICA 
EUROPE FLUGSCHIFF DO–X, commemorative marking, depicting the aircraft bridging the two continents and flying 
from the west to the east. Due to a shortage these soon sold out giving rise to the well known “Affanchissement Percu Rm.
6.–“for letters and Rm.4. – for postcards. On the back is the cancel for BERLIN C 27.5.32 14–15 (L 2 *). The most sought 
after and rarest of  these covers being from Holyrood and listed in Harms under cat.64/NF, which if  found will certainly 
enlarge the hole in a pocket. 

  

  

Figure 22

Figure 23
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The special Do–X NEWFOUNDLAND $1½ dollar surprints were also soon sold out at St. John’s post office 
even with a restriction of  four stamps per person. Printed by D.R. Thistle and used on some 1,804 covers. A block 
of  four such rarified unused surprints are shown at figure 23. An example of  their usage is shown in figure 24, 
and cancelling the surprint at St. John’s on MAY 20 12 – PM 1932 together the arrival strike at ZIERIKZEE * 2 
* 25.5.32 3–4N. Taking off  from Dildo on the 21st May when Capt. Horst Merz chose to fly the Dornier on a 
southern heading to the Azores, landing there later the same day. The following day on the 22nd May, he flew on to 
Vigo in Spain and landing the aircraft safely. The next day it was on to the U.K. and Merz put the mighty flying 
boat down again on Southampton Water at Calshot as he had done a year and a half  earlier, where this cover to 
the Aerophilatelist Jan Boesman would have been offloaded to catch the night ferry on the 23/24th May from 
Harwich to Vlissingen and arriving in Zierikzee the following afternoon. This possibly unique cover intrigues me 
as the following cover will demonstrate. Showing in figure 25 is another St. John’s cover posted a day earlier with 
the date stamp showing it to be that of  ST. JOHN’S MAY 19 7 – PM 1932, though on this occasion just having 
the normal $1 Newfoundland stamp on cover, of  which there can only be a few examples of  this underpayment 
and only one of  four sent to the same address near Royston I understand. However, if  the Dutch post office can 
deliver a letter off  loaded at Calshot Hampshire on 23rd of  May and be in Holland by the 25th May, it is not such a 
good advert for our postal system and train service of  the day if  it takes them three days steaming up the road to 
Hertfordshire! See the cancel of  BASSINGBOURN A 26 MY / 32  ROYSTON. HERTS. Maybe the trains to 
Harwich where more efficient than those to Hertfordshire? By this time Capt. Horst Merz and the rest of  the 
crew would have had at least one nights well earned sleep, having taken to the skies again from Southampton Wa-
ter on the 24th May, leaving the Isle of  Wight on the starboard wing, up the English Channel, through the Straits 
of  Dover and up across The North Sea, skirting around Holland, overflying Hamburg and on to Berlin alighting 
home again in Germany on the Mügglesee. 

  

  

Figure 24

Figure 25
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The Newfoundland stamp is an interesting one in that it shows the historic routes flown over the North At-
lantic Ocean by previous pioneers being designed by the graphic artist A.B.Perlin, and using the recessed printing 
method employed by Perkins, Bacon & Co. 

Below is a translation of  a letter dated 14th December 1962 from the Dornier–Werk GMBH in Munchen sent 
to the Chairman of  the German Aerophilatelic Club with details of  the route the Do–X flew on this epic flight 
and the pilots, a fitting conclusion to Part 2 of  this paper. 

  

DORNIER GMBH WORKS MUNICH Munich, PO Box 16, 108 111 8763 PHONE Munich 33 

Mr. Ing. Hans Klein (VDI), 2. Chairman: German Aero – philatelic Club e.V. 
5896 Oberbrügge / Westphalia. Volmestrasse 4 14th December 1962 
Dear Herr. Klein, 

Insofar as it is within our power, we inform you below the required facts about the Do – X flight. 

1) Designer of  the Do – X is Prof. Dr.  Ing. E. H. Claudius Dornier. 

2) Crew: Commander:  Captain Christiansen 
Pilot: Captain Horst Merz flight 
Pilot: Cl. H. Schildhauer 
Pilot: Cramer of  Clausbruch 

3) Route: 
5:11:30: Altenrhein Amsterdam 
7:11.  Sightseeing flight 
10.11: Amsterdam – Calshot 
12:11:  Sightseeing flight 
 Sightseeing flight 
14:11: Calshot – Les Barges 
15:11: La Rochelle Bordeaux 
17:11:  Blaye – Bordeaux 
 Sightseeing flight around  
 Pouillac 
20.11: Blaye – Santander 
23:11: Santander – La Coruna 
27.11: La Coruna Lisbon 
24 1:31: Flight 
25 1:31: Flight 
26 1:31:  Flight 
27. 1: Start 
28. 1: Start 
31. 1:  Lisbon Las Palmas 
 Stay for repairs 
30. 4. 31 Test flights 
1.5: Gandobucht – Villa Cisneros 
3.5: Villa Cisneros 
 Bolama 
7. to 29.5: 21 Starts 
30.5: Bolama – Porto Praia 
4.6: Porto Praia 
5.6: Fern. Noronha – Natal 
18.6: Natal – Maceio 
 Maceio – Bahia 
19.6: Bahia  – Caravellas 
20.6: Caravellas – Araruama 
21.6: Araruama (Cabo Faio)  –  Rio de  
 Janeiro 
28.7: Flight 
3.8: Sightseeing flight 

 Sightseeing flight 
5.8.31: Rio Caravellas 
 Caravellas – Bahia 
6.8: Bahia Maceio 
 Maceio – Natal 
7.8: Natal – Camoncim 
 Camoncim – Sao Luiz 
8.8: Sao Luiz – Para 
10.8: Flight with 11 motors 
18.8: Test flight 
18.8: Para – Paramaribo 
19.8: Paramaribo – Port of  Spain 
20.8: Port of  Spain – St.Johns 
 St.Johns – San Juan, Porto Rico 
21.8: San Juan – Antilla Cuba 
22.8: Antilla – Miami 
25.8:  Miami Charleston 
26.8: Charleston Norfolk 
 Norfolk New York 
27.8: Glenn Curtiss Airport (round trip) 
1.9: Sightseeing flight 
 Sightseeing flight 
Complete engine overhaul New York 
15, 5.32: Test flight 
16. 5.: Two passenger flights over New York 
19. 5:  New York Return to Europe 
 Landing at Trinidad Bight (or Bay), 
Dildo, 
 Newfoundland 
21. 5: Depart Dildo, Newfoundland and 
 Labrador, landing Azores. 
22. 5: Takeoff  and landing in Vigo 
23. 5: Vigo. Landing in Southampton 
24. 5: Depart Southhampton via  
 Hamburg 
 to Berlin, landing Müggelsee. 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For other Germany flights, we have unfortunately no further documentation. Our archives were completely destroyed dur-
ing the war. 
We hope we have helped you with this information and remain 
With best regards 

Dornier works G.m.b.H. Works 
Press Public Relations Department 
signed 
(A.Fischer) 
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❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Kimpton L, A Cover Flown by Imperial Airways’ Mercury to New York 

A Cover Flown by Imperial Airways’ Mercury to New York, 
 July 1938 

Laurence Kimpton 

As a follow on to Bill Trower’s short article “It Occurred To Me” in the November 2015 Air Mail News, I thought 
that he might welcome details of  my Mercury trans–Atlantic cover. In his article Bill mentions that such a cover 
exists in the UK, but has yet to see it. Speaking with Bill on the telephone, he said that after writing the article, he 
had recalled that he had in fact seen the cover several years ago. The cover (Figure 1, see back inside cover page 
for figures) has a manuscript endorsement “For Mercury–Maia 1st Trans–Atlantic Flight” and was postmarked at 
York Road, London SE10, on 15th July 1938.  The apparently early date of  15th July reflects the fact that Mercury’s 
planned departure date from Southampton, and then on the back of  Maia from Foynes was any day between 16th 
and 20th July. The reverse of  the cover (Figure 2) bears a New York postmark of  22nd July (the newspapers 
flown by Mercury to New York, if  posted onwards were postmarked on either 21st or 22nd July) and a Pearsall, 
Texas postmark of  28th July. 

When I obtained the cover, it was accompanied by a photocopy of  a letter to its previous owner from Francis 
J Field, written in 1984 (Figure 3). Francis Field believed that the cover “would almost certainly have been on 
board.” He says that part of  the proof  was the special registration label; unfortunately he does not explain why. As 
he mentions in conclusion, the backstamps also support his opinion.  

Not too helpful, as 46 years had passed since the flight, Francis Field suggests that it is up to the owner of  the 
cover to contact the original supplier for the necessary proof: “Perhaps therefore you will write to Texas.” I en-
tered the name and town of  my cover’s addressee, Mrs W Trickey of  Pearsall, into Google. In the late 1930s she 
was the press officer for the Methodist Church of  Texas (could she have had contacts with British newspapers?) 
Her husband, Walter Trickey, was a prominent citizen of  Pearsall, his name appearing on various civic committees. 
No connection with Imperial Airways, aviation in general or philately came to light. 

I have seen one other Mercury cover identical to mine, which ties in with Francis Field saying that he has seen 
one or two others. Who and how they managed to get this cover and the “one or two others” on to Mercury re-
mains a mystery. Contradictions often exist between accounts of  the small amounts of  mail carried on pioneer 
flights, either because of  lapses of  memory (Francis Field did not remember these apparently private covers ad-
dressed to Texas when he spoke to Bill Trower in 1980, but did remember them in 1984) or because crew mem-
bers (aircrew or ground crew) often described the items they were personally responsible for (whether mail carried 
‘officially’ or ‘by favour’) as the only ones flown. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 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Feldpostkarte Refugio 
‘Livro', Passo Dello Stelvio. 

23rd July 1945. 

John C Symons 

 

This ‘liberated’ German field 
postcard was written by P/45813 H J 
Schiller, serving with the 524 Palestine 
Field Survey Company, Royal Engi-
neers, Central Mediterranean Forces to 
Mr and Mrs Eric Mendeljohn in Cro-
ton–on–Hudson, New York, USA. 

The 524 Palestine Field Survey 
Company, Royal Engineers was 
formed during 1942, with volunteers 
from Palestine joining regular officers 
and NCOs from other field survey 
units. In January 1944, it was based in 
Egypt, at the Middle East Survey HQ 
in Cairo, preparing maps for the Al-
lied Campaign in Italy. By September 1944, it had been moved to Italy as part of  the 15th Army Group. 

The card was written at a ‘guesthouse’ situated on the Stelvio Pass in the Italian Alps close to the Swiss and 
Austrian borders on 23rd July 1945, and arrived in New York State on 20th August 1945. It is not an easy item to 
track given the mixed franking. It did not enter the postal system until 12th August, postmark FIELD POST OF-
FICE 728, at this date FPO 728 was located in Florence, from where it was probably forwarded by air to Naples 
at 15 Base Post Office arriving the following day. Both FPO 728 and BPO 15 were mail facilities with the British 
forces in the Mediterranean theatre. 

From Naples onwards routing is pure conjecture. It was most probably forwarded by air to North America, 
but what route is very problematic. Did the USAAF carry it forward, or did a British flight from Cairo carry it to 
the UK, and from there BOAC or Pan American Airways take it on to USA?. The mixed franking does not help. 
The 1d King George VI definitive was the correct postcard rate, the 6¢ US Transport issue was the concessionary 
airmail rate for mail written by Allied service personnel addressed to destinations in the US, but the two 1d South 
African postage stamps seem to serve no useful purpose, unless Schiller anticipated the card would be forwarded 
to South Africa, for onward transmission by sea. The transit time from Florence to Croton–on–Hudson of  eight 
or nine days would make this unlikely. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 
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A Cover Flown by Impe-
rial Airways’ Mercury 

to New York, 
 July 1938. 

Laurence Kimpton 

 Figure 1

 Figure 2

 Figure 3



Europhilex 2015, London

Europhilex awards ceremony at The Guildhall, 
London, 15th May 2015.  Presentation of the 
BAMS Aerophilatelic Trophy to Jean-Claude 

Vasseur. 
  

Left to right: The late Francis E. Kiddle,  Jean-
Claude Vasseur, our President and Bill Hedley.



British Air Mail Society  

Auction No.9 

 Closing dates for bids Friday 4th March 2016 
Please send your bids to 

P.Lister 
97 Albany Park Avenue 

Enfield Highway, EN3 5NX 

LOT 
NO.

DESCRIPTIONS RESERVE

GREAT BRITAIN External

1 10.7.1934 postcard franked 9d First all air to Madagascar £10

2
12.4.1938 Imperial Airways Test Letter franked 1½d to Salisbury S.Rhodesia b/s R.A.N.A Traffic Office 
Salisbury

£12

GREAT BRITAIN (MacRobinson Air Race and Comet Racer)

3
Registered cover signed onreverse by the wining pilots C.W.A.Scott & Tom CampbellBlack in G-ACSS 
Grosvenor House, also photo of  plan with inset photos of  pilots.

£230

4
Cover carried by Ken Waller & O.Catcart-Jones in Comet G-AACSR (envelope #20) to Australia and back. 
Also post card of  plane depicting pilots and signed in ink Owen Cathcart Jones

£170

5
Cover carried on KLM DC2 by Parmentier and Moll with Dutch stamps and violet and red cachets. Also 
postcard showingplane and pilots.

£30

6
Poyal Dutch Airlines cover with red cachet addressed to New Zealand. Also KLM postcard of  plane and 
pilots.

£30

7 Cover carried by M.McGregor & Henry Waker, signed by both in Miles Hawk who finnished 5th. £150

8 Advertisement of  Miles Hawk Major advertising the achievment £8

9
Cover carried by Roscoe Turner & signed by him in Green Ink. Also Postcard showing plane and pilot 
insert with details of  race.

£35

10
Cover carried by J.Polando & J.Wright (Signed by Wright) in a Lambert Monocoupe "Baby Ruth" cachet 
"cover confiscated by Persian Government" Posted back at Adadan when released. They retired at Calcutta 
with engine trouble

£55

11
2 Covers carried in Dragon Rapied, one signed by both pilots J.Hewett & C.Kay the other with just Kay. 
They finished 5th in the speed race and 6th in the handicap.

£60

12
Cover carried by Hansen & Jenssen Signed by D Hansen Australian & GB stamps they finished 7th in the 
handicap race. Also illustration of  plane

£75

13
Cover franked MILDENHALL AERODROME 20 OC 34, franked 4d sent by airmail to Germany 
"Berlin C2" arrival, Official race envelope

£12

14
G-ACSR was re named 'Reine Astrid'. On 20 Dec 1934 flew from Brussels to Belgium Congo, and return 
with Xmas mail piloted by Ken Waller & M.Frachomme. 2 covers one outbound, other return (has 2d UK 
postage due and tax mark) both wityh red "Raid Rubin" cachet. 

£50

15
13Nov 1937 Record Flight LONDON-CAPE-LONDON by A.E.Clouston & Mrs Kirby Green in G-
ACSS now renamed "The Burberry" 16 Nov cachet and arrival markings, re posted London 21 Nov 37

£75

16
16 Nov 1937 Record Flight CAPE-LONDON by A.E.Clouston & Mrs Kirby Green in G-ACSS now 
renamed "The Burberry" 16 Nov cachet and dispatch markings franked 1d ship stamp, re posted London 
21 Nov 37, light blue lable.

£75

17
15 March 1938 Record Breaking flight, Australia, New Zealand & back by F/O Clouston & Victor Rickets 
carried over the entire route (1 of  12 ), Australian & New Zealand stamps. 26 Mr 38 London EC arrival 
handstamp. Also Photograph on arrival 122 x 203mm

£110

18
Cover From New Zealand 20 March 38, Australia 23 MR 38 (Darwin), London arrival 26 MR, signed by by 
both Victor Rickets & Clouston. Photograph both pilots exiting cockpit. This flight established 11 records.

£100

19
8th April 1938 Dinner Menu signed by A.E.Clouston and Victor Ricketts and his wife Dorothy celebrating 
the record flight London -New Zealand & return

£100



20
2 Postcards of  G-ACSS now named Australian Anniversary taken at Gravesend whilst being preparred for 
the above record flight.

£35

GREAT BRITAIN (EXTERNAL)

21
4.8.1939 Manchester - USA (NY6th) 1/3d Charlotte N.C (8th) return 30cts Imperial Airways First North 
Atlntic Round Trip, Official cover.

£12

22
23.7.1940 Teddington - Australia 4/6d (SG476) m/s North Atlantic/TransPacific Air/Service. NSW 
Censor seat, belived flown on 3rd FAM 19 flight. folded

£20

23
29.1.1941 Kings Lynn - New Zealand 4/6d m/s By Atlantic/USA & Pacific/Airmail next FAM19 flight 
12.2.41 by 'Honolulu Clipper'

£16

AFGHANISTAN

24
1944 (27/4), registered Afghan National Bank, Kabul, to New York, 3.6.44, Miami transit JUN 1 1944. 
Censor seal Indian P.C. 90 tied by octagonal ‘Crown PASSED DHH/4’ = Peshawar (!) 3 stamps on 
reverse.

£35

ANTIGUA

25 First flight “St. John’s-San Juan”, 26-9-1929;  Arr: San Juan, 26-9-1929. £10

26
First flight “St. John’s-San Juan”, 26-9-1929;  Arr: San Juan, 26-9-1929.This cover was held in San Juan until 
December 6, 1931, franked with US airmail postage and sent to New York via the first flight “San Juan-
Nuevitas”  where it was received on December 11, 1931.

£13

27
First flight “St. John’s-Miami”, 26-9-1929; As occurred many times first flight arriving Miami were not 
backstamped.

£9

28 First flight “St. John’s-St. Thomas”, 26-9-1929; Arr: St. Thomas, 26-9-1929. £17

ANGOLA

29
1943 (3(?)/6) Nova Lisboa to Washington DC, typed ‘Via Lobito, Point Noire, Congo Clipper’, but instead 
sent by train to Elisabethville. Transits Elisabethville 8.6.43 and Leopoldville 17.6.43. Rate o/seas letter A 
1.75 + A 9.60 air fee (paid in cash, noted on cover). Seal CENSURE CONGO BELGE.

£30

30 17-?-1943 to S.Africa franked 1p70 Buenos Aires, USA censor tape 2870 b/s Leopaldville 22/7/43 £15

31
1943 (9/2), registered Buenos Aires to Capetown, S Africa; Leopoldville transit 17.3.43, censor seals: U S 
Examiner 14028 = San Juan; South African. Rate $Peso 1.90. 

£30

32 1949 (May 6)  Reg cover Buenos Aires-Wiesbaden, b/s May 11 £3

AUSTRALIA

33
16.11.1934 'Centenary of  Victoia' Melbourne -Portland Auto Giro Flight ppc 116 Blue Airmail Society of  
Australia cachet 1½d

£12

34
29.1.1941 Melbourne - USA (Transit Los Angeles 8/2) 4/- censored believed on 'California Clipper' FAM 
19 (S.F 19th) Front roughly opened + stain

£6

AZORES

35 1939 (May 21)  PAA FF Horta-Lisbon, b/s     £3

36 1941 (Feb 3)  PAA FF Horta-Bolama, b/s     £3

BAHAMAS

37
1943 (1/6), Nassau to a lieutenant in an anti-tank battery M.E.F. m/s ‘Route F.A.M. 22’ (!); Bahamas censor 
seal IG/4804, Egyptian censor hand stamp; rate 3/5d.

£35

BARBADOS

38
1942 (16/10), Barbados to Cape Province, South Africa, Leopoldville 31.10.42, IC TRI censor handstamp, 
South African censor seal. Rate 2/6d.

£30

BELGIUM

39
3-10-37 Commemerative Post card to Jetta (Map illustration on rear)  re posted at Leopoldville 3f30 
6-11-37 B.Congo stamps.

£6



40
Belgian acceptance for Canada first flight “Prince Albert- Stony Rapids”, 12-7-1937; Arr: Stony Rapids 
13-7-1937.

£12

41 Belgian acceptance for Imperial Airways first flight “London-Calcutta”, 30-6-1933; Arr: Calcutta 9-7-1933. £15

42 Belgian acceptance for KLM flight “Antwerp-Djakarta” Dep: 12-10-1931; Arr: Djakarta 23-10-1931. £20

43 Belgian acceptance for KLM first flight “Amsterdam-Batavia” Dep: 23-9-1930;  Arr: 4-10-1930. £30

44
Belgian acceptance for KLM first flight “Amsterdam-Batavia-Sydney” Dep: 27-6-1938;  Arr: Sydney, 
5-7-1938. 

£20

45
Belgian acceptance for P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”, 25-5-1939. Marseilles ans New York 
backstamped

£18

46 Belgian acceptance for KLM two first flight “Batavia-Tarakan” 9-1-1937 and “Tarakan-Batavia” 11-1-1937. £22

BOLIVIA

47 First flight Lloyd Aereo Boliviano “La Paz-Rio de Janeiro” Dep: 30-7-1930;  Arr: Rio de Janeiro 1-8-1930. £30

BRAZIL

48
25.7.1928 Porto Alegre - Scotland 8000Rs (5000/200/500 Airs) flown by Aeropostale, roughly opened 
both sides

£6

49
28.6.1930 Rio-England 3000Rs altered Aerpostale First Flight cover (attempt failed) Slogan b/s First used 
21st (H.Phillips 1943) folded

£8

50
26.12.1934 Porto Alegre - Germany 1500Rs Post Card 'Green Junkers 13?' over cattle pulling cart with 
'Boas Festas/e Feliz/and Novo'

£6

51
18.5.1939 Rio - France (Marseille 20th) 5400Rs 'Air France' cover but flown over S.Atlantic by 'Seeadler' 
folded

£4

52

1943 (24/8), Sao Paulo to the River Plate Committee, London, (undercover address for South American 
volunteers to British Forces), readdressed to No. 8 A.O.S. (Air Observer School), Ancienne Lorette, 
Quebec, recd 7.1.44. Triple censored: Brazilian seal, US Examiner 2853 = San Juan and UK seal. Twice 
across the Atlantic to a Brit from Brazil, now an LAC in training in Canada. Rate R 5400.

£45

53
1943 (9/12), Rio de Janeiro to Tel Aviv, Palestine, typed ‘written in German’, Leopoldville ?.4.44, Brazilian 
and USA censor seals (Examiner 64263 & 64071 = San Juan), Egyptian censor handstamp. Rate R 5,800.

£28

BRITISH GUYANA

54 First flight “Georgetown - Kingston” (Jamaica). 19-12-1930. Arr: Kingston, 24-12-1930. £14

55
First flight “Georgetown – Bogota” (Colombia). 6 February 1931. Arr: Bogota, 16 February 1931. On 
February 6 1931. Georgetown  dispatched covers to all points on the FAM system not previously served. 
This one and the next two very desirable covers for collectors.

£17

56
First flight “Georgetown – Guatemala”. 6 February 1931. Arr: Guatemala, 16 February 1931. On February 
6 1931. Georgetown  dispatched covers to all points on the FAM system not previously served.

£17

57
First flight “Georgetown – Guayaquil” (Ecuador). 6 February 1931. Arr: Guayaquil, 16 February 1931. On 
February 6 1931. Georgetown  dispatched covers to all points on the FAM system not previously served.  

£17

BURMA

58
2-10-1941 Rangoon - USA (Washington DC 18th) 4RS Reg (stamps both sides) Censor seal, roughly 
opened, m/s 'Hong Kong & San Francisco' FAM 14

£6

CAMEROUN

59
1942 (1/5), Edea to Egham, Surrey, typed ‘par Avion, via Amerique’, franked FF 23.00, so possible twice-
across-the-Atlantic cover. Free French seal CONTROLE POSTAL MILITAIRE and UK seal Examiner 
434 + Nigeria hand stamp.

£30

60 1992 (Oct 31)  Swissair FF Airbus A 310/322 Yaounde-Zurich via Lagos, b/s Nov 2 £2

61
1942 (25/6), Toronto to Murree, Punjab, India; m/s ‘Via Miami, Pan America Airways’, rate $1.00, P.C. 90 
Indian censor seal tied octagonal ‘Crown PASSED DHB/16’ of  Karachi. 

£30

62
1943 (11/3) reg. Montreal to Maradi, Free French Niger, Registered Lagos 29/3 and Registered Kano 4/4, 
m/s ‘Miami-Lagos’, 2 x P.C. 90 censor seals, octagonal ‘Crown passed PP’ of  Nigeria, traces of  Free 
French handstamp. Rate 85c = 75c/½oz + 10c registration. France Libre patriotic etiquette on reverse.

£40



DJIBOUTI

63 2-12-1941 Registered franked 3f50 , censor h/s and blocade h/s, b/s 27/12/41 £25

DOMENICAN REPUBLIC

64
First flight “Santo Domingo-Havana”, 9-1-1929;  Arr: Havana,10-1-1929. Signed by pilot C.D. Swinson, 25 
covers flown 

£18

65 First flight “San Pedro de Marcoris-Port au Prince”, 8-12-1931;  Arr: Port au Prince, 8-12-1931. £10

66 First flight “Santo Domingo-San Juan”, 31-5-1928;  Arr: San Juan,31-5-1928 signed by pilot Rowe. £13

DUTCH EAST INDIES

67
13-12-34 Imperial Airways cover franked 1G75 from Labdeanhadji to Cape Town b/s Athens 22/12/34 
Cape Town 4/1/35

£15

EGYPT

68
26-2-37 Alexandria Imperial Airways envelope I.A. AN423 FF 'Capella' landed at Macon due to weater 
(E.V.Dolby Test Letter)

£10

69
1945 (24/4), registered Cairo to New York, 17.5.45, transit Maimi 15.5.45. Rate 204 mils  = overseas letter 
22 mils + 32 mils registration + 2 x 75 mils/5g air fee. US cemsor seal Examiner 5924 = New York even 
thugh entered via Miami.

£18

ERITREA

70

1942 (5/10), Gura, Douglas Project 19, to Los Angeles, New York 14.10.42. US seal Examined by 6721 = 
New York. Franked US 6 cents, cancelled US Army Postal Service 617 (?). Project 19 was a large aircraft 
repair facility; assumed mail from a civilian Douglas employee allowed to use APO, hence fast transit time. 
Seal US EXAMINER 6721 = New York. 

£25

71

1943 (1/1), registered, Asmara to Brooklyn, New York. Franked complete M.E.F. set 1d to 2/6 overprinted 
on GB (9 stamps) on first day of  issue, cancelled with Italian style cds. Boxed BY AIR MAIL, circular 
ERITREA CENSORSHIP h/stamp, Nigeria ‘half  moon’ censor mark, backstamped ASMARA 
AERROVIA RACCOMENDENTE (?) 5.1.43, Khartoum reg. 6 JA 43, Lagos reg, 13 JA 43, Miami reg 
FEB 3 1943, Brooklyn FEB 4 1943.

£45

FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA

72
1942 (16 (?)/12), Bangui, to London, m/s /Par Clippper’, rate FF 24.25, transits Libenge 9.1.43, 
Leopoldville 10.1.43. Triple censored Free French, US Examined by 5519 = New York, UK P.C. 90 
Opemed by Examiner 5323, so a ‘twice-across-the-Atlantic’ letter via NY.

£40

73 20-2-43 registered franked 7f  Brazzaville, censored Ubangi Chani code E, b/s Leopoldville 12/3/43 £10

GABON

74

1942 (16/4), registered, advice of  receipt, PPC Mayumba, Gabon, to New York, 24.5.42, Miami 24.5.42, 
boxed AR, censor handstamps Free French, US ‘EXAMINED BY’ with 5319 in m/s. (= New York). A 
patriotic card showing ‘Brazzaville, arrival of  General de Gaulle in the capital of  Free France, 24 October 
1940’. Rate FF 16.50.

£30

GERMANY  (BERLIN Air Lift)

75 1.10.48 Berlin neukolln 1  to Hamburg, illustrated 100Day cover via US Air Mail £8

76
1.10.48 Berlin charlottenburgh 2, slogan machine oblit on Berlin 60pf  o/p stamp   to Hamburg, illustrated 
100Day cover via US Air Mail

£8

77 1.10.48 Berlin slogan machine oblit to Springestr, large green cachet 100 days £7

78 1.10,48 Registered Primisweiller - Charlottenburg 5, 100 days ilustrated US air mail cover £9

79
1.10.48 and 17.10.48 two covers one with blue cachet the other with red "Air Supply Operations to & from 
Berlin (Bilingural)

£14

80 2 postcards + piece all cancelled slogan Luftbrucke Berlin with planes, 8.10,48, 26.10.48, 1.10.48 £13



81 23.9.49 One Year Air Bridge postcard, illustrated on reverse Berlin Panko to Hamburg  franked 2+2=6 £7

82 23.9.49 One Year Air Bridge postcard, illustrated on reverse Ebingen to Berlin franked 2+2 =2 label £7

83 28.2.49 Berlin SW to Bleckede/elbe 250 day red cachet £7

84 26,3.49 BEA cover, red cachet Air Lift Pont Aerien I.A.P.C. £7

85 23.6.49 Illustrated One Year Air Bridge, via US air mail Berlin to Hamburg £7

GUADELOUPE

86 1960 (Aug 20)  AF FF Boeing F-BHSA Pointe-à-Pitre-Paris, b/s £2

GUINEA

87 1943 (Jul 9)  FF resumed service Conakry-Douala, b/s £10

HAITI

88
First flight “Port au Prince-San Pedro de Marcoris (Dom. Rep.)”, 4-12-1931;  Arr: San Pedro de Marcoris, 
5-12-1931.

£4

89 First flight “Port au Prince-Nuevitas (Cuba)”, 5-12-1931;  Arr: Nuevitas, 7-12-1931. £5

90 First flight “Port au Prince-Santiago de Cuba”, 9-1-1929;  Arr: Santiago de Cuba, 9-1-1929. £10

91 First flight “Port au Prince-San Juan”, 13-12-1927;  Arr: San Juan, 15-12-1927. £15

92 First flight “Port au Prince-Jeremie”, 12-7-1927;  Arr: Jeremie, 12-7-1927. £13

HONG KONG

93
11-8-1941 Vicoria - Wals (Colwyn Bay 3/9) $5 (SG159) m/s 'via Pan American Airways/and Trans Atlantic 
Services' slight crease at front, folded.

£24

HUNGARY

94 1961 (May 15)  Budapest-Rome, b/s Budapest 1 Jun, London 16 Jun £2

95 1961 (Nov 1)  acc for FF Bremen-London, boxed cachet 'not called for/london CHIEF OFFICE' £2

INDIA

96
30.6.1941 Guimarg - Reading UK m/s Air Mail India/Chunking China 3R 7½a rate Black censor triangle 
'A'(Calcutta) part seal removed, folded

£10

97
1945 (2/2), rehistered Bombay to Philadelphia 16.3.45, transit Miami MAR 16 1945. Rate 46½ annas = 3½ 
annas overseas letter + 3 annas registration fee + 40 annas/½oz, air fee. Trace Indian censor handstamp on 
reverse.

£18

IRAN

98
1944 (3 (?)/11), Teheran to New York; rate R 28.50; perforated etiquette: ‘BY PAN AMERICAN AIR 
MAIL/SERVICE’ (85 x 30mm). Censor seals: Iranian with ‘ANGLO-SOVIET-PERSIAN censorship 25’ 
and equivalent Cyrillic text mark; US Examiner 6692 = New York. 

£40

99
1945 (11/3), registered Teheran to New York, 15.4.45. Transits Baghdad (unclear) and Miami APR 15 
1945. Rate R 16.00. US censor seal Examiner 6801 = New York even though routed through Miami.

£20

100

1945 (20/6(?), Teheran to Chicago , m/s ‘17 July’, rate R28.50. perforated etiquette: ‘BY PAN 
AMERICAN AIR MAIL/SEKVICE’ (85 x 30mm) with rare ‘SEKVICE’ for ‘SERVICE’. Part Baghdad 
transit cds. Censor seals: Iranian with ‘ANGLO-SOVIET-PERSIAN censorship 12’ and equivalent Cyrillic 
text mark; US Examiner 30621 = Miami

£55

101 1963 (Oct 24)  Special flight Tel Aviv-Vienna, 100 years of  Red Cross, b/s £2

JAMAICA

102 First flight “Kingston-Cienfuegos (Cuba)”, 10-12-1930;  Arr: Cienfuegos, 11-12-1930. £10



KENYA

103
1944 (11/7), Nairobi to Chicago, rate 4sh/70c. Censor seals Kenya Examiner N/111 and USA Examiner 
30382 = Miami.

£25

LEBANON

104
1943 (24/3), registered Beirut to New York, Miami registered MAY 4 1943, New Tork registered  MAY 5 
1943. Free French CONTROLE seal with h/stamps, rate 572 P.

£20

LIBERIA

105
1942 (29/9), registered Monrovia to New York, Miami transits for 14 and 22 October, rate $1.00.  USA seal 
Examined by 4543 = Miami.

£32

106
1943 (?), registered Monrovia to New York 6.10.43. Held in Miami for nearly six weeks, Miami transit AUG 
27 1943. remains US censor seal.

£28

107 1975 (Dec 19)  Delivery flight of  Trislander EL-AID, Bembridge-Monrovia £2

LIECHTENSTEIN

108 1965 (Apr 1)  acc for SAS F Jet F DC-8 Zurich-Oslo, b/s  £2

109 1965 (Apr 1)  acc for FF Geneva-Doha, b/s      £2

110 1965 (Apr 3)  acc for FF Zurich-Geneva-Monrovia, b/s     £2

111 1965 (Apr 5)  acc for Swissair FF Caravelle Zurich-Casablanca, b/s £2

112 1965 (Apr 7)  acc for Swissair FF Caravelle Zurich-Warsaw, b/s £2

LUXEMBURG

113 1964 (Apr 5)  Luxair FF Luxemburg-Palma de Mallorca £2

MADAGASCAR

114
6.11.1934 Morondava via Tananarive to France. Military Flight piloted by Governor- General Leon Cayla 
and signed by him on reverse Muller 46

£55

115 4.6.1936 Tananarive to Nossi Be. Milatery Flight from Ivato  Muller 82 £20

MADEIRA

116 1969 (Apr 2)  TAP FF Boeing-707 Santa Maria-New York  £2

117 1974 (Nov 4)  TAP FF Funchal-Zurich £2

MALAYA

118
22-7-1941 Singapore - UK (Swansea 5/8) $2 rate m/s Trans Pacific & Trans Atlantic, censored, roughly 
opened both sides, flap missing carried by 'Anzac Clipper' on return Maiden flight FAM 14

£12

MOZAMBIQUE

119
10-12-34 Imperial Airways envelope franked 1e75 with 'special status' label type3 b/s Broken Hill 
113/12/33, Sydney 7/1/35

£12

120 10-6-37 Beira to l.marques franked 1e60 b/s 12/6/37 £5

121 1970 (Jun 1)  TAP FF Boeing-707 Lourenço Marques-Lisbon     £2

NETHERLANDS

122
12.12.1934 Special Xmas Flight by KLM 'Snip' to Curacao and return red/violet Dutch/ Curaco cachets. 
Part lap missing, folded

£6

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES

123
25-3-1941 Makasser - England typed by KNILM to Manila by PAA to USA and onwards Air 
Transmission' 1G rate, censored

£18



124
23-10-1941 Batavia - USA 4G 15cts (6 x 65cts Air + 25cts surface) long envelope, censored Singapore K 
28 , gum stains at rear

£8

125 3-4-1947 Batavia - Ne York (10th) 4G 65cts Reg. long envelope, multi stamped both sides £4

NEW CALADONIA

126 8-1-1941 Noumea - USA 11fr 25 rate belived flown by 'Honolulu Clipper' 13th return flight of  FAM 19 £8

NEW ZEALAND

127
23 DE 1931 Embosed 1d envelope with additional 4d air, flown Wanganui to Wellington signed by pilot 
M.C.McMregor

£30

128
23 DE 1931l 5d on 3d air, flown Hastings to Christchurch, Christmas Air Mail violet cachet, signed by pilot 
M.C.McMregor

£30

129
22-6-1934 Timaru - Papua, Kiaitaia (2/7) Sydney (2/7) P.Moresby (26/7) transits. 'Faith in Australia' cover 
Trans Tasman/Aus/Papua cachets 1/3d ( 2x sg550)

£20

130
28.12.1937 Auckland - Hawaii (Honolulu 3-1-38) 3/- rate red cachet 'New Zealand-USA/First Airmail/
December 1937'

£10

131
17-1-1941 Auckland - UK(Ealing 11/3) 1/9d rate m/s 'Surface to Honolulu/Air to New York/Surface to 
London' Long cover, censor (NZ 95)

£12

NORTHERN RHODESIA

132
1943 (22/10) Chona to Columbus, Ohio. Leopoldville transit 9.11.43. N Rhodesia seal Examiner O/3, US 
seal 30141 = Miami. Rate 3sh/3½d.

£25

NYASALAND

133 5/8/35 Blantyre to Beira franked 4d cachet 'first flight' regular air mail service. b/s 5/8/35 £5

PALESTINE

134
1943 (15/4), registered Tel Aviv to New York (24/5), Maimi transit (24/5). Rate 115 mils = 100 mils/½oz 
+ 15 mils registration. PC 22 Palestine censor seal, Opened by Censor 70/10133.

£18

135
1944 (2/11), registered Tel Aviv to Springfield, Mass, 24.11.44, transits Miami 19.11.45, New York, 
23.11.44. Rate 115 mils = 100 mils/½oz + 15 mils registration. US censor seal 5391 = New York, even 
though entering via Miami. 

£20

PHILIPPINES

136
28-4-1937 Manilla - Macau (28th) 52cts F/F 'PAA FAM 14 Extension to Hong Kng' with purple 'Roessler' 
cover with green boxed F/F design, slight gum marks on reverse

£5

137
28-4-1937 Manilla - USA (28th)First flight on FAM14 at reduced rate of  1Peso'Rossler' cover with Green 
First Day Boxed Design, slight gum marks rear

£4

138
6-5-1947 Manilla - USA (SF 12th NY 13th) 1P.20 Reg two Victory Commonwealth stamps, 10 months 
after independence

£4

PORTUGAL

139 First flight  Crilly Airways “Lisbon-London” 2-2-1936, £5

140
26-5-1939 Lisbon - USA (NY27th) 7e  75 rate First Return Trip FAM 18 (south) by Yankee Clipper with 
blue cachet

£4

141 1941 (Feb 6)  PAA FF Lisbon-Bolama, b/s £3

142 1941 (Feb 6)  PAA FF Lisbon-San Juan, b/s Feb 8 £3

143 1941 (Feb 6)  PAA FF Lisbon-New York, b/s Feb 9 £3

144 1961 (Jul 8)  TAP FF Lisbon-Goa, b/s     £2

145 1962 (Aug 1) TAP FF Lisbon-Paris     £2

146 1962 (Dec 7)  TAP FF Lisbon-Santa Maria-Funchal £2



147 1963 (Feb 1)  TAP FF Caravelle Lisbon-Munich, b/s     £2

148 1963 (Feb 1)  TAP FF Caravelle Lisbon-Geneva, b/s  £2

149 1965 (Apr 1)  TAP FF Lisbon-Brussels £2

PORTUGUESE GUINEA

150 1941 (6 Feb)  PAA FF Bolama-Trinidad, b/s £3

151 1941 (6 Feb)  PAA FF Bolama-San Juan   £3

152 1941 (6 Feb)  PAA FF Bolama-New York    £3

153 1969 (Apr 15)  TAP FF Boeing-707 Bissao-Luanda £2

RUANDA-URUNDI

154
1944 (8/2), Kitega to Minneapolis, transit Usumbura 11.2.44, rate BF 34.00. Censor seals Belgian Congo 
and USA (Miami) 

£25

SENEGAL

155 1959 (Oct 29)  PAA FF Dakar-New York, b/s Nov 2, discolouration £2

156 1976 (Jan 22)  AF commem cover FF Concorde Rio-Dakar £5

157 1978 (May 21)  Lufthansa FF DC-10 Dakar-Santiago £2

SIERRA LEONE

158
1942 (28/10), Cape Town to Buenos Aires, Argentina, double rate 8/-; South African censor seal; Natal, 
Brazil, transit, 20.11.42.

£50

159
1942 (11/12), R.C.A.F. to Winnipeg, Manitoba, also at the rare 5/1d rate, but using GB stamps (4 x 1/- + 
13 x 1d) cancelled FIELD POST OFFICE 41 = Sierra Leone. m/s ‘Via Clipper’. Boxed RAF CENSOR 
188.

£55

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

160 1/8/34 Bulawayo to Tete P.E.A franked 10d  b/s 2/8/34 £5

161 28/7/38 Salisbury - Nauru  franked 1½d b/s 25/8/38 "First All Up" £10

SOUTH AFRICA

162 31/7/34 Johannesburg - Madagascar postcard franked 7½d b/s 4/8/34 £5

163 1936 (Dec 16)  Commemorating New Year's Flight South Africa-Holland, b/s Amsterdam 31 Dec. £10

164
1942 (28/10) Cape Town to Buenos Aires, Argentina, double rate 8/-; South African censor seal; Natal, 
Brazil, transit 20.11.42

£25

165
1943 (10/2), Durban to Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2.4.43, single rate 4/-, boxed AIR MAIL, censor seals S 
African and US Examiner 14021 = San Juan. 

£18

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

166 5/8/1931 Register cover Windhoek - Rehoboth franked 10d (5 stamps) b/s £5

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

167
1944 (24/1), Salisbury to Washington DC, transit Leopoldville 3.2.44, rate 3sh/9d. P.C.90 S Rhodesian 
censor seal  DE/........... with octagonal ‘Crown Passed DE/10; US censor seal Examiner 10866 = 
apparently New York on POW mail?

£30

168 1948 (Jun 1)  KGVI aerogramme Bulawayo-London, rec'd 7 Jun  £1

169 1964 (Jul 6)  meter mark aerogramme, ill Kariba Dam, Bulawayo-London, sellotape adhering £1



St. LUCIA

170 First flight “Castries-San Juan” 26-9-1929;  Arr: San Juan, 26-9-1929. £14

171
First flight “Castries-Miami” 25-9-1929; As occurred many times first flight arriving Miami were not 
backstamped. 

£5

SUDAN

172 15/06/1937  Singa -UK franked 25mills b/s Khartoum 16/6/37, UK 21/6/37 £5

173
1942 (12/6), Khartoum to New York, rate 10 Piastres (1 x 10P), Green on white seal: Opened by 
Examiner 18, triangular PASSED CENSOR SUDAN/ 4.

£20

174
1944 (4/4). Khartoum to New York, rate 10 Piastres (2 x 5P), P.C. 90 censor seal Opened by Examiner 
MM/4244

£20

SWITZERLAND

175 1970 (Mar 31)  Swissair FF Geneva-Kinshasa     £2

TANGANYIKA

176
4/7/34 Ngerengere - Germany franked 150c, double rate b/s Dodoma 5 my (error of  month not year) h/
s boxed "By Air to Brindisi"

£7

177
1942 (8/6), Moshi to New York, Typed ‘By Air Mail, Via Leopoldville Belgian Congo’, Leopoldville transit 
13.6.42, censor seals: P.C. 90 Opened by Examiner R/12 (Tanganyika), US Examined by 4437 = Miami. 
Rate 5sh/75c.

£30

TRINADAD & TOBAGO

178
First flight “Port of  Spain-Miami”25-9-1929.As occurred many times first flight arriving Miami were not 
backstamped

£2

179 First flight “Port of  Spain-St. John’s” 25-9-1929. Arr: St. John’s, 26-9-1929. £6

180
1942 (28/6), Port of  Spain, to N’ Kana, Northern Rhodesia, m/s ‘Per Pan America Airways (Africa) via 
Lagos and Leopoldville’; Leopoldville transit 11.7.42. ’rate 54 cents; P.C. 90 censor seal code O = N 
Rhodesia with octagonal ‘Crown, Passed O/4 (4 in m/s)’

£35

TUNISIA

181 1959 (Apr 17)  KLM FF Tunis-Amsterdam, b/s £2

182 1965 (May 7)  Sabena FF Tunis-Brussels, b/s £2

183 1969 (Apr 3)  Malev FF Tunis-Vienna £2

184 1984 (Jul 2)  Swissair FF Tunis-Geneva £2

URUGUAY

185 First flight “Montevideo-Port of  Spain” Dep: 7-11-1931;  Arr: Port of  Spain, 14-11-1931. £15

186 First flight “Montevideo-Santos (Brazil)” Dep: 7-11-1931;  Arr: Santos, 9-11-1931. £15

187
22-5-1931 Montevideo - Exterior-France C-G Aeropostal cover 68cts rate Green air fee cachet, roughly 
opened rear

£5

188 14-9-1935 Montevidio - France (b/s Air Frannce Montevideo 14th/Paris22nd 62 cts rate 'Air France' cover £5

USA

189
Lindbergh flight “Springfield-St. Louis” 15-8-1927 and forwarded to Birmingham via New York. Arrived 
24-8-1927. 

£15

190
21-4-1937 San Francisco - Macau (28th) F/F FAM 14 extension to Hong Kong blue cachet 'Roessler' 
cover with red first day design, slight gum marks on rear

£5

191
11-1-1938 Milwalkee - New Zealand 85cts reg. typed 'By Trans Pacific Air Mail San Francisco to Auckland' 
purple 'No Flight Authorised' cachet b/s S.F 12th 'Samoan Clipper' already destroyed, gum stains rear

£8



192
5-2-1939 San Francisco - Hawaii (6th) 20cts black 'Dedication of  PAA Air Terminal. Treasure Island' front, 
blue China Clipper cachet rear. Slight gum stains rear

£8

193
3.10.1939 Newberry, Mich - India (Calcutta 21st)  m/s 'Atlantic Clipper' 50cts rate red Calcutta censor 
triangle, Route closed july 1940

£12

194
12-7-1940 San Francisco - Australia (Auckland NZ 18th) 50cts rate FF FAM 19 to N.z blue cachet , gum 
stains rear

£5

195
1942 (4/9), registered, New York to Luanda, Angola, 13.10.42; transits Miami, Leopoldville and Boma; rate 
$1.35 (meter mark), US censor seal Examiner 4054 = Miami. 

£25

196

1944 (28/11), Philadelphia to Calabar, British W Africa, Lagos transit 18 DEC 1944, US censor seal 
Examiner 30804 = Miami. Rate 50c. Complete with original letter “Dear Reverend Mother..” from a nun 
lately arrived by sea from Nigeria, noting that the FBI were amongst those vetting them on arrival at New 
York. 

£35

197
1988 (Sep)  PC, China Clipper imprint + 3c adhesive + 3c meter mark, Denver Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 
cachet 'service temporarily/suspended return/sender', scribbled out     

£2

USA / GUAM

198
3-12-1935 to Hawaii (4th) 25cts rate First return flight FAM 14 with black cachet, Quickley changed due to 
ink problems

£5

199
3-12-1935 to Hawaii (4th) 25cts rate First return flight FAM 14 with replacement Green inked cachet  PAA 
air mail sticker 

£5

USA / HAWAII

200
23-17-1936 to USA 25cts with multi coloured route map headed letter showing FAM 14 to Manilla P.I. 
from USA

£6

201 23-4-1937 Honolulul - Hong Kong (28th) 50cts rate. FF FAM 14 extension to HK withpurple cachet £5

202
16-2-1941 Honolulu - USA (San Pedro 24th) 30cts (20 AM 105D) 'Crosby' cover showing map of  
FAM14/19 routes plus photo of  Boeing Clipper. Gum stains (very slightfront) and rear

£6

VIRGIN ISLANDS

203
First flight “St. Thomas-Cayenne (French Guyana)”, 11-11-1930;  Arr: Cayenne, 20-11-1930. The mail 
delivered by first flight to Cayenne was not backstamped until 20 November, waiting instruction from 
France

£5

204
First flight “St. Thomas-Cayenne (French Guyana)”, 11-11-1930;  Arr: Cayenne, 20-11-1930. The mail 
delivered by first flight to Cayenne was not backstamped until 20 November, waiting instruction from 
France

£10

POSTCARDS

205 Dornier Riesenflugzeug DO X German usage £3

206 Coloured Latecore type 25-3R F-AIUV of  C.G.Aeropostal £5

207
Photo USS Macon (airship) with details at rear, plus cover dated 9.6.1935 with black 'In Memorium/USS 
Macon' cachet and details

£4

208 G.P.O Air Mail Notice  September 1948 (4 sides of  info, times and rates) perfect condition £9

209 General Aviation Planner 1984 (88 x 60 cm), with letter from GAMTA £1

210 Newspaper cutting "First Section of  Cape Air Service" Evening News 26/2/31 180x145 shows map £5

211 Newspaper Cutting "Empire Air Mails"  Times 4 Sept 39 90x200 £5

212 Newspar cutting stuck to alban page "London - Kano Airmail service" 2 cuttings Nigerian Daily Times £6

213 Empire Air Mail Scheme "White Paper" 1937 4page HMSO leaflet £10

214 25 Feb 1931 Post Office Daily List 4pages East Africa Air Mail Service £20

215 G.P.O Posting times for mail in BLUE boxss, double sided card £5

216 Special Notice combined Postage & Air feees for air letters for extra European Countries £10



217 Extract from PO Daily List 20/2/31 England-East Africa air mail list 130x155 £5

218 AIR MAIL India 14 page leaflet (staples removed) Sept. 1933 £20

219 Cutting from E.African Annual, advert for E.A.A. Canadair Argonaunt £1

220 Imperial Airways, Belgique Congo 8 page brochure in French for air services C1930 fine condition scarce £20

221 Imperial Airways timetable 23 Sep 33 Africa/India service 10 pages Red cover fine condition £30

222 FJF Blue folder (No Cover)  Kenya 1931-32 London Cape Town £7

223 Mozambique air mail fee receipt M2 faint h/s mail to Trasvaal £5

224 Postcard B/white G-ABTL "Astraea" £5

225 Photograph Wilson Airways VP-KBA at Zanzibar  95x170 £5

226 "French Smali Coast" the postal history 1939-45 by A.Torrance 25 pages £1

227 TheBrian Peace 1914-29 Australian Pioneer Airmails private treaty  sales catalogue Jan 1996 £1

228 Phillips Air Mail Magazine (Green List) 1944 £2

229 48 FISA bulletins betweenNo's27 & 127 NR

LITERATURE

The Following lots, all Reserves include UK P & P; overseas buyers will have to pay a surcharge for extra postal charges

230
The Flight of  the Starling’ by Hutchison; story of  pioneer Scottish aviator Captain Starling, signed Starling, 
well illustrated, A5, 172pp, (1992)

£10

231
Hungarian Air Mail Postmarks’ by Homolya, A5, 28pp (1974) + ‘Hungarian Airmail and Flights 
1896-1976’ by Latham, A5, 68pp (nd), (2)

£10

232
French Somali Coast, the postal history 1939-1945’ by Torrance, A5, 24pp (nd), well illustrtated inc 
censorship, blockade flights and Free French air routes.

£8

233 Post-War Bridging the Atlantic 1945-1950’, by Baldwin, Aero Field Handbook No. 12, 48pp, (c.1951) £12

234
Hronologija vazdušne Pošte Jugoslavije I Aerofilatelija’, by Ivanovic; illus. catalogue and handbook of  
Yugoslav aerophilately  from 1912 - 1975, in Serbo-Croat, 190 pp., (1977), spine reinforced. 

£18

235
In the Heart of  the City’, Belfast City Airport 1938-1998, by Warner and Woods, clear airport history with 
colour illus. A5, 64pp. (1998)

£6

236
The Will Payne English Companion to the Michel Deutschland Spezial Katalog’, two volumes covering 
1872-1933 and 1939-1945. A5 58p + 64p (1995 & 1996). (2)

£12

237
American Air Mail Catalogue, Volume 4, 5th Edition’, covers Trans-Oceanic flights, FAM routes, etc., c. 
600pp h/bk. (1981)

£18

238
Luchtvaart en Luchtpost encyclopedie deel (Vol) 1’ by TSchroots and TSchroots-Boer, very detailed 
Dutch-language catalogue and handbook of  Dutch aerophilately to 1935. 768pp illustrated h/bk. (1990)

£25

239
International Air Mails as reflected in the US Postal Guides & Supplements, 1921-1946’, Postillion reprint 
of  260pp of  air mail data. Spiral bound. (nd) 

£25

240 Camp pmks of  the United Kingdom by Kingston, 52pp listing with illus, Forces Postal History Soc. (1971) £6

241
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